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LING THE FOUNDER OF SWEDISH GYMNASTICS 
HIS LIFE, HIS WORK AND HIS IMPORTANCE 

By Carl August Westerblad. 

Preface. 

There are several Swedish names that have passed beyond 
the boundaries of the little Scandinavian country. Not only in 
Sweden but also in many foreign countries Carolus Linnceus, 
Emanuel Swedenborg, John Ericsson - not to mention others 
- are renowned. Jn name, if not in fact, Swedish gymnastics 
and their founder, Pehr Henrik Ling, are known in several 
countries in the civilized world. To contribute to the know
ledge of Ling himself, his work and his importance is my object 
in the following pages, which are partly a translation from my 
Swedish biographical Essays on Ling and partly a revision of 
them in order to adapt the contents to foreign readers and to 
enrich them by the results of some new researches. From these 
Doints of view I intend to give the outlines of Ling's career as 
.! gymnastic reformer and some indications of the import of his 
ifc-work, which is greater and more worthy of notice than 

people imagine. 
Ling's gymnastic thoughts were rather fragmentarily commit

ted to paper by Ling himself, far more fragmentarily than 
they deserved on account of their ingeniousness. My object in 
view is to systematize and, in some degree, complete those ideas, 
as they appear in Ling's own world of thought; the bearing of 
them may thus be made clear. In completion I add a few out
lines of Ling as a poet; and my Essay will thus contain, I 
hope, an accurate analysis of Ling's real aims. 

I owe my best thanks to Mr S. J. Charleston, B. A. (Oxon.), 
lecturer in English at the Royal University of Uppsala, who has 
gone through my English manuscript as to phraseology. 

This Essay is also published in the Periodical of the Society 
of Swedish Teachers of Gymnastics. 
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Ling's bi1·th· To appreciate Ling's work it is necessary to follow his for-

place. tunes. It is important to trace them also because they have 

been related very differently by different authors. I will try to 

describe them as they were in reality. 

Ling was born in a very Swedish part of Sweden, among 

large pine forests and moors, presenting a contrast to our leafy 

woods, placid lakes or flowing rivers; among granite hills and 

barren fields, which demand sinewy arms from the cultivator; 

in a district, far out of the way, where traditions from olden 

times were current. In a parsonage house in the southern part 

of Sweden he saw the light, on November J 5th r776, only a 

few miles off from the pface where Carolus Linnc.eus was born. 

Just as many other great men in Sweden have sprung either 

from clerical or from peasant families, Ling's forefathers had 

tilled the soil in the wilderness for more than two centuries, 

literally and figuratively, ploughing the fields or, as Ling's father 

did, filling the country parson's office. 

Of the surroundings in which Ling grew up he has himself 

given some pictures. In his poetry he makes us hear how 

"the flail beats the corn-sheaf"; he teaches us the very ancient. 

customs of the parsonage, untouched by later innovations, or 

he makes us hear how "the wolves howl in the wild plain, while 

the driving snow envelopes everything around" -a reminiscence 

of the great moors around his native place and the extensive 

forests, innocent of railways and factories; or he depicts some 

genuine Swedish scenery - the still lakes, surrounded not only 

with grave pines and firs but also \Yith soft and knolly meadows1 . 
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where alders and birches with their white trunks are to be 

seen, and he makes us see these scenes in different seasons, 

for instance in early spring when 

"The storm of spring whistles and the vernal new moon 

spreads its beams over the ice". 

Now and then he describes some human shape of his native 

place. The heroes of his poems are giants instead of human 

beings and his originals may have been his own forefathers -

his great grandfather is said to have reached his 105th year 

and to have had no less than seventeen sons and two daughters. 

When Ling himself, with a sword in his hand and his breast 

naked, fenced in the fencing-room with an adversary, he was not 

without prototypes in his birthplace; in an old description of 

its inhabitants these are said to have been fond of "combats 

and passages of arms". 

When the time came young Ling was put to school. The 

journey from home to school, the lodging and the entertain

ment may not have offered any attraction for the boy. Nothing 

differs more than a schoolboy's necessaries of life nowadays and 

then. In a description of Ling's school-days we find that the 

food which was needed for a term's sojourn at the school was 

placed on a cart or in a sledge; the boy followed the team 

on foot the whole distance from the home to the school. Two 

or three boys shared in the same room. Everyone handed 

over his pieces of meat or bacon to get them fried in the same 

pan, distinguishing his own pieces from the others' by means of 

distinguishing marks. 

The intellectual fare afforded was as little attractive as the 

material. 

There is every difference between a Swedish school now 

and then. Nowadays we have lofty school-rooms and halls for 

mental and physical training; then there were stuffy rooms and 

no physical education. 

Only the end of Ling's school-days has been handed down to 

posterity. Some conflicts had taken place between the masters 
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and the pupils and in one of these conflicts young Ling par

ticipated so energetically that he was expelled from the school. 

This happened in 1792. Next year we find Ling as a student at 

a Swedish university. But tvvo years later he is no more 

on the lists of the students and traces of him remain scanty 

for several years . 

As to his fortunes during these years fanciful stories have 

arisen. Report has taken this biographical uncertainty as a start

ing-point for some fantastic travels and adventures in the life 

of the future poet. "In the course of a series of adventures, 

he visited several places in Sweden, passed through France, 

~ngland and Germany, serving with the colours of the Prussian 

and French armies or acting, now as interpreter, now as teacher 

of languages, and surmounting with ch::tracteristic fortitude a 

host of difficulties, an amusing proof of which appears in his 

washing his only shirt himself and lying on it till it was dry." 

"At last he came to Copenhagen, where the effects of travel 

and toil, days spent without food and now and then nights 

passed with little or no shelter, began to threaten his health, 

and he tried fencing as a means of cure". "The impulse that 

made him wander restlessly from one place to another was not 

only a desire for seeing foreign countries and enlarging his know

ledge in this manner; his reason for wandering was also -and 

in a higher degree - a desire for wonderful adventures, having 

thus a chance of succeeding only by his own efforts, by his 

mental energy and by his courage, in a remarkable way - -". 

This assertion, made by a friend of his, is, as far as it concerns 

Ling's audacious turn of mind, certainly true. 

Ling's 1·eal Ling's real fortunes, however, in youth are not exactly 
ftwtunes in those above related. 

youtlt. 
From original documents placed at my disposal, I will try 

to describe them. First however, attention must be called to the 

fact that there is some explanation for the stories told about Ling. 

There is something about him that brings the heroes of the 

legends to our mind. He was not without the courage of olden 
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times. In the sagas of the North it is said that a man used 

to catch in the air, and return, the spear that the enemy launched 

against him. The following single episode from Ling's life, 

narrated by eye-witnesses, has some analogy to that saga. 

As inspector of the instruction in fencing and gymnastics at a 

Swedish military academy, Ling once delivered a lecture, in which 

he said that great strength, even the greatest, if it is badly 

used, is nothing compared to a little strength well used. At 

these words an auditor addressed the lecturer in the following 

words: 'Your theory is capital, and I realize its correctness; 

will you oblige us by giving a practical proof of it? Give us 

such a one!' 

At this request Ling hesitated for an instant. But after a 

moment's consideration he answered, 'I will prove the truth ot 

my words. \Vill you bring me a long lance?_' he continued, 

addressing those present. They brought him what he asked for. 

'We'll make an experiment with this lance', he said. 'Which 

of you are the strongest? Six of you come forward, please!' 

'Seize the end of the lance, please!' Ling went on, 'You are 

six young men and you have at your disposal a capital lance 

with a head as sharp as the blade of a sword. Nevertheless I 

bid you to attack me and to run me through with the lance 

without mercy - if you are able to do it, you see. I promise 

you not to budge from the spot. When I give the word of 

command, you may advance. The lance-head directly towards 

my breast! Well, are you ready?' 

At this moment Ling was really imposing. He positively 

increased in height while his eyes beamed with fire and life. He 

gave the word "go" and the six young men rushed forward. 

Ling did not move from the spot but fixed his eyes sharply 

on the lance-head and lifted his hand towards his breast. Just 

as the lance-head was at a distance of a few inches from his 

breast, he parried the thrust with his little finger and the lance 

entered the wall at his side. A volley of applause rang through 

the hall. 
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After this digression we may return to Ling's fortunes in 

youth, adding only that the truth of the episode in question is 

vouched for by a pupil of his, who was present in person. 

Ling in Stock· In 1793 Ling passed out of sight and without some diffi-
holm in its l 1 h h d · h r 11 · .. ~ d cu ty we cannot get to earn w ere e was unng t e 10 owmg 
vzczmty an 
in Uppsata. years. But there is an old letter, written by a friend of Ling's, 

where it is positively said that Ling spent some time as private 

tutor in the neighbourhood of Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, 

and we must suppose that this period comprised the years 1794 

and 1795. Thus, it is not impossible to throw light upon these 

two years, the most uncertain in Ling's life. 

Next year (1796) we find him on the point of entering 

the civil service at Stockholm. For a time he tried his luck in 

a civil service department; at the same time he gave lessons in 

modern languages by the hour, in this manner earning his bread. 

Moreover, he 'ventured upon literary work and in addition he 

was entered at the university of Uppsala in 1797. That year 

• and the two following years he spent partly in Stockholm and 

partly in Uppsala, where - judging from several documents

his sojourns may have been of short duration. In 1799 we find 

Ling's name for the last time in the university register of Upp· 

sala, for at that time he left Sweden in order to go to Denmark. 

Since 1793, the year when Ling was lost to view, he seems, 

then, to have been in the neighbourhood of Stockholm, in the 

capital itself and in Uppsala; he may also have visited his native 

place or other parts of Sweden but he could not have made 

those legendary travels abroad. It must be maintained that the 

only foreign sojourn he has mentioned himself in writing is the 

sojourn in Denmark, whither, as I said, he betook himself in 

1799 and where he stayed, as can be proved, until 1804, in 
which year he ' returned to his fatherland, and remained there 

until his death. 

Ling's real fortunes in youth, in which I include his stay 

in Denmark, are sufficiently full of interest even if we examine 

them in their simplicity and truth. It was by these fortunes 
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that Ling became a bearer of new ideas, that he transferred to 

his native country the modern thoughts of that time and that 

thereby he influenced the most famous poet of Sweden, Tegnerj 

by these fortunes, he became an inventor and a reformer, whose 

thoughts have borne the Swedish name out over a great part 

of the civilized world. And the struggle for existence that the 

unknown author and visiting-master had to go through was 

perhaps as hard as the combats in foreign battle-fields in which 

the legend said he had taken part. 

In the summer 1799, Ling, at that time twenty-three years 

old, went off to Denmark, where at first be seems to have in

tended to remain only some short time. Time passed away, 

however. After the lapse of two years, he began to make 

ready for the journey home. In autumn he made up his mind 

to return next spring; but, when spring had come, he deferred 

the return till the next autumn. - Hard fate he has to endure. 

In the foreign country, he is consumed with longing for home 

his purse is seldom full and his dwellings are getting humbler 

and humbler. But he remains abroad because he is too poor 

and too proud to return before having conquered a world of 

thought. 

The years Ling spent in Copenhagen (1799-1804) mark 

the beginning of his success, intellectually and physically. They 

are the starting-point for a great deal of what he was to per

form in the future. In a great measure the young Swede fam

iliarized himself with new surroundings, taking into his mind 

the new things he learned across the Sound. The new thoughts 

of the times reached Denmark earlier than his own country. 

In the capital of ·Denmark, Ling became familiar with a new 

sphere of ideas, important not only to his own thinking but 

also to the neoromantic school in Swedish literature. 

The works of the continental representatives of the new 

current in literature, which in England burst forth in the be

ginning of the nineteenth century in Coleridge, Scott and Byron, 

now had their influence on Ling. When he moved among those 

Ling in 
Denmark. 

\ 
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thronging the lectures of Henry Steffens in Copenhagen he heard 

other ideas propounded as to culture than he had heard before. 

The Voltairean culture of the bygone, of the eighteenth 

century, is commonplace and unpoetical, the lecturer pronounced. 

Such a flood of prose as nowadays history never witnessed. 

Once upon a time, there was a . wonderful age, the mytho

logical age, which we find in the Orient, in Greece and in the 

North. The universe was then something living, something 

that had a mind and holy legends told of the creation of the 

earth. That was the golden age. Also the Middle Ages were 

an epoch of holy devotion; then, too, we find a real poetry 

and a real art, for instance the poetry of Dante. The romantic

catholic poetry, however, had a subjective character in oppo

sition to the classical art and this subjective character contrasted 

with the serenity of the Grecian art. 

Instead of following the lecturer longer, we state that he 

gave vent to the spirit of the new time, of the early nineteenth 

century. The cosmopolitism of the century past gave place to 

national aims in song and in action. An interest in times past 

awoke, and poetical formalism yielded to poetical subjectivism. 

A new wind blew through the atmosphere of the North. Pol

itical dangers from abroad threatened the nations of the North, 

for which reason they tried to take care of all the national 

culture they possessed. Then their interest in times past be

came an interest in their own times. The ideals of olden times 

became the ideals of modern times. 

At Copenhagen Ling made himself familiar with the cur

rent German and Danish literature, the latter represented by 

the Danish poet Oehlenschlager. In additio1i to this, he studied 

the Old Norse literature, that then began to be a subject 

of scientific research. In the poetry of Oehlenschlager there 

were a number of new thoughts. The poet ran counter to 

the prosaical character of his time, of the passing eighteenth 

century; against the Jack of imagination that prevailed in the 

poetry of that century. In stirring notes, he expressed his 

I 

-
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yearning for mediaeval faith and mediaeval devotion and he, 

besides, struck another new note when conjuring up the Ancient 

Scandinavia, its heroes, its gods and its legends, which he re

sorted to from his own materialistic times. 

In Copenhagen, too, Ling's thoughts were led into a field 

in which lie was to be a leading man, the domain of gymnas

tics. Since the last decenniums of the 18th century a great 

activity had been displayed within the domain of education. 

Rousseau had spoken rousing words in favour of a more natural 

method of education and in Germany the pedagogues tried to 

go from sounds to things when adding physical exercises to 

the ordinary school subjects. 

New ideas of education had reached as far as the capital 

of Denmark, where in seventeen-ninety-nine a Dane, Nachtegall 

by name, set up a private gymnastic institute, the first of that 

kind in the orth. At that institute he imparted a gymnastic 

instruction, that may be called good when we consider the state 

gymnastics were then in. The gymnastic exercises that were 

practised at the institute of Nachtegall were drawn up on the 

model of Gutsmuths, a German, known as author of the first 

handbook of gymnastics that has been published m modern 

times. 

A great number of persons profited by the instruction 

given at Nachtegall's institute and one of them was Ling. His 

slender, sinewy figure was seen among the visitors of the in

stitute in question . . The future gymnastic reformer seems not 

to have been quite content with the things he saw there. A 

friend of Ling's of that time observes that the young Swede 

was not satisfied to regard the gymnastic exercises as a mere 

vehicle for physical health; he maintained that gymnastics 

had a higher and larger significance, considering gymnastics as 

an art and a science. Only later on in his life, was Ling to 

give an example of his gymnastic inventions, but these might 

have stirred up his mind as early as during these years of 

wandering. 
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From r8o4, at which date Ling turned to his native country, 

a new phase of his life begins. His fancies and ideas of youth 

take practical shape during this period. Hitherto he had been 

an unknown man; henceforth he became more and more re

nowned, and came into contact with celebrated men in Sweden, 

Tegner, Geijer and others. 

Ling's return to Sweden was due to a fortunate chance. 

In those days, a sport of old origin, the art of fencing, was far 

more practised than nowadays. On the continent skilful swords

men used to set up fencing-schools, for fencing and swords

manship almost formed part of education. \1\Thile Ling was 

staying at Copenhagen a Frenchman had set up such a school, 

at which Ling was a persistent visitor for three years. And 

the skill he attained there gave him an opportunity of returning 

to Sweden. At the university of Lund a new fencing-master 

was wanted, and in the hope of getting the appointment Ling 

went over to Sweden in autumn, 1804, and soon afterwards he 

was a fencing-master and a teacher of languages at that uni

versity. He had then got a new footing in his native country 

on the same spot from which the vicissitudes of his youth had 

begun. 

These do not - as a biographical legend suggests - re

mind us of the warfares of the Northmen, but they revive in 

some degree such achievements of youth as the annals attribute 

to the men of the Renaissance. Ling's years of travel offer a 

trial of physical and intellectual strength and a development of 

various faculties, that bring to our memory the education of 

the men of the Renaissance. 

In Lund. The new fencing-master at the university of Lund did not 

only perform the duty of a fencing-master. He got leave to 

impart gymnastic instruction in the fencing-room and to put 

up there a gymnastic apparatus at the expense of the univer

sity - nothing like that had ever happened before. 
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A strange member of the academy was the new-comer. 

A friend of his describes him as follows: His manners and his 

temper were peculiar. His soul was a volcano, his body was 

of great strength. Of his earlier life he spoke little. He gave 

out new ideas, and he was unrivalled in swordsmanship. He 

insisted upon a twofold national regeneration, a regeneration of 

Swedish manhood and of Swedish poetry. And the remedies 

he proposed were gymnastic exercises and a revival of old 

Scandinavian poetry, two subjects that he treated of in ardent 

speeches. He had burst upon the sight of the inhabitants of 

Lund and he was looked on with astonishment. 

There were people that held the new fencing-master was 

able to throw a spell over an adversary and his weapon in the 

fencing-room. More provable is that he was capable of arming 

and disarming the intellectual forces he met with. 

The same year as Ling went to Copenhagen, the most re

nowned Swedish poet, Tegner - the future author of Frithiof's 

Saga, which is incorporated into the whole of European litera

ture - arrived at Lund. While the latter in his study got 

familiar with Greek and Latin authors, the former led a stirring 

life in the Danish capital and noticed the pulsation of a new 

time. 

Between the fencing-master and the future national poet of 

Sweden, Tegner, an interchange of ideas began in Lund, when 

the former had returned to his native country-an interchange 

that was of much greater consequence for Tegner than for 

Ling. A document of that time tells us that, without the in

fluence of Ling, Tegner might never have set foot within the 

domain where he won some of his highest laurels, the domain 

of old Scandinavian saga. And, in fact, by the influence of 

Ling, Tegner became the chief poetic representative of the na

tional revival of that time. 

A third phase of Ling's life begins in I 8 I 3· He then re-In Stockholm. 

moved to Stockholm where, in that very year, he founded a 
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gymnastic institute, the first in Sweden. This institute was 

called The Gymnastic Central Institute, and was situated on the 

same place as its namesake of our days, which is known as a 

normal school of gymnastics, where not only Swedes but also 

foreigners are admitted. During this new period of his life, he 

was to give his contribution to the furtherance of gymnastic 

science. By the work he then achieved he has materially fur

thered the cause of human progress - which may be said 

without any exaggeration. In order to analyse the importance 

of his achievement I intend to examine separately what Ling 

meant by gymnastics, his social, esthetic and ethical importance 

and, in completion, I give some ideas of his poetry. 

Li11g's pe1·so11. Before proceeding to the first of those three headings, I 

shall add a few words about his person. 

In his exterior Ling is said to have been of average height, 

though somewhat spare and slender; his chest was broad and 

full, and, before bowed down by bodily sufferings, his figure 

particularly graceful. He had bright grey eyes, thin and firmly 

compressed lips, sharp chin and features of wonderful plasticity, 

giving a character of thorough determination to his whole ap

pearance. In the gymnastic exercises his word of command 

rang clear and distinct, so as to be 'heard amidst the hubbub 

of hundreds, and encouraging, so as to urge to strenuous efforts; 

his eye was keen and quick, detecting the slightest deviation 

from a given type or fornlllla of movement. • 

From a personal disciple of Ling's I borrow also the fol

lowing description. 
Humble towards the poor and sympathizing with the suf

fering, sportive and playful with children, he was proud, reserved 

and even stern, if he suspected a person of depreciating 

his gymnastic science or himself. He paid little consideration 

to rank or person. On one occasion, we remember his saying 

to a clergyman going through a course of treatment at Ling's 

* In the National Museum of Stockholm there is a bust of Ling in the 

Dome Room, opposite the staircase. 
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institute, "Here in this room and at your altar all are equal". 

His straightforwardness and disinterestedness were proverbial. 

There is a detached little incident in Ling's life that is 

strikingly characteristic. While Swedish gymnastics were yet 

militant and not triumphant, the daily papers commented in no 

flattering terms upon Ling's gymnastics, especially on their 

medical application, designating him as "charlatan", and the 

editor of a newspaper discovered a new sobriquet, "gymnastic 

harlequin". Ling remained apparently indifferent. Some years 

later, the author in question was out of health and, finding no 

relief from even the best physicians, was obliged to consult 

Ling, who, as usual, gave him no promise of his restoration to 

health by medical gymnastics, but said he would .do his best. 

vVithin a couple of months the patient was so much improved 

that he declared himself better than he had been for years, 

which acknowledgment he made in the presence of all the other 

patients. Ling then tapped him on the shoulder, saying, "\Veil, 

sir, the 'Harlequin', is revenged".* 

In private Ling was polite but cool towards strangers; but 

if his opinion was asked on any subject, or a visitor evinced an 

interest in his ideas, all his coolness disappeared, his discourse 

became animated and the facility of his language, the clearness 

and originality of his thoughts at once astonished and delighted 

his hearers. His mind possessed a power and elasticity alto

gether unequalled; indeed he always seemed to be struggling 

with a throng of new ideas.** 

To Ling's own physical accomplishments, his quick com

prehension, his courage and his presence of mind, and other 

qualities befitting a gymnastic reformer, old biographies bear 

witness. With his breast naked he dared fight an adversary 

armed with a sharp-edged sword; "the thrusts caused only 

slight scratches on his breast". 

* See A biographical sketch of Peter Ilenry Ling by Augustus Georgii, 

London 1854, p. 43· 
.,. See Georgii ibid. 
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The beginning of the nineteenth century was a time of 

enthusiasm and daring in Swedish science and in Swedish poetry, 

to which such names as Berzelius, the world-renowned chemist, 

Geijer, the historian, Tegner, the poet - to say nothing of 

others - bear witness. Ling was one of the youngest among 

the youthful men of that period. He might be called enthu

siasm itself. He sang the praises of strength and he was him

self strength personified. 

People trifled with his ideas and laughed at his innova

tions, but the innovations increased instead of diminishing. Mean

ness and slander did not fail to appear, but he fought his soli

tary fight for ideas and thoughts, with which he was supplied 

more abundantly than with worldly goods. In his faith in 

the power of ideas he recalls the ideologists of the 18th 

century, however he differs from them in other respects. If 

Ling may be likened to anything, he may be likened to the 

element of power and enthusiasm, to the fire, that shines and 

burns and sheds sparks, even when it expires. 

What Ling meant by gymnastics. 

Not seldom Ling's ideas about the science of gymnastics, 

its bearing and its importance, are erroneously or imperfectly 

comprehended. There are more misconceptions than concep

tions of Ling's gymnastic ideas. They cannot be understood 

without some knowledge of the physical exercises that were 

practised before his time. 

Gymnastits i11 In ancient Greece the history of European gymnastics 
ancient Gnece. begins. Our knowledge of Grecian gymnastics lS based 

partly on written documents, viz. the Greek authors, partly 

on the sculpture of the ancient Greeks. The last-mentioned 

source 1s an important one, though little attention is 

paid to it from a gymnastic point of view. From the earlier 

period of the Grecian art comes a series of marble statues 
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showing the naked manly body such as the Greeks conceived 

it, attained by physical exercises. 

The attributes that characterize the statues in question are: 

that the joints of the body, especially the ankle-joint and the knee

joint are comparatively thin, whereas the muscular parts of the 

body are strongly developed, in part exaggeratedly muscular; 

the waist is slender and the shoulders are broad. The upper 

part of the body, the muscles of the chest and of the abdomen, 

are also beautifully and strongly developed. The aim of phys

ical culture in ancient Greece is characterized by a Grecian 

author as follows: contrary to persons who are obese and pale 

by complexion, the young men that we see in our gymnastic 

establishments are ruddy-brown and manly in appearance; 

they have plenty of all that is living, warm and strong, and 

rejoice our eyes by reason of being neither lean nor obese; 

the girth of their bodies is in due proportion. By gymnastics 

we do the body the same service as when we thresh the corn: 

the chaff is separated from the grain. 

The exercises that distinguished the Grecian gymnastics 

were partly dances, that were of other forms than our society 

dances, and were executed at religious festivities, too, partly 

such exercises as we nowadays call sports: jumping, running, 

throwing the di~cus or the spear, and wrestling - the so-called 

pentathlon consisted of these five sports - further swimming 

and games. It should be remembered that pugilistic exercises 

were characteristic of athletic professionalism, but not of the edu

cation of the Grecian youth. 

In Greece gymnastics reached its first and, may be, highest 

stage. Gymnastics in Greece, however, offered a weak point, which 

the ancients themselves indicated by noticing that competitions, 

rather than real physical training, absorbed the general interest. 

It cannot be denied, however, that the most highly developed 

nation in European antiquity transmitted to posterity the im

portant truth that the human body is an imperfect thing, if not 

specifically developed by means of suitable exercises. 
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The physical training in ancient Greece has repeatedly 

been described from Grecian documents. It may be of some 

interest to hear a description coming from a Christian, a father 

of the early Church, namely Basilius the Great (330-379). As 

our informant was educated in Athens, there is every probab

ility that his description is based on a personal knowledge 

of the facts. Basilius writes as follows: those training for the 

athletic profession endure thousands and thousands of hardships 

and troubles, train their bodies in many ways, sweat very much 

during their exercises, are often flogged, abstain from the food 

which is most palatable to them and take the food which their q 
trainers prescribe to them; also in other respects they lead a 

life that implies a preparation for competition. Before entering 

the lists they undress themselves and expose themselves to 

dangers and pains in order to gain a wreath of olive or ivy. 

In the orth, the different kinds of physical exercises in use 

in olden times seem to have been adapted to the social circum

stances of the time in no lesser degree than in Greece. In the 

North, the ideal of a man was synonymous with a brave war

nor. The exercises were composed of practice in the use of 

arms, archery, throwing stones with a sling, throwing the spear, 

hunting with a spear or a bow, swimming, wrestling (also in 

the water), running, jumping, sliding down steeps in winter, 

skating with shin-bones of animals, ski-ing; dancing on the oars 

of a ship, whilst the latter was in motion, and so forth. 

Exercises It is a mistake to think that bodily exercises were neglected 

.~:n;~ng the during the Middle Ages. The literature of that time bears 
mwale Ages. 

witness to the contrary; the tolll naments, by way of example, 

furnished, again and again, matter for poetical descriptions in 

England as well as in other countries. In the Canterbury tales 

Chaucer describes vividly the martial sports performed by the 

knights. The following quotation from those tales may be 

easily understood: 
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The heraudes lefte hir priking up and doun; 
Now ringen trompes laude and clarioun, 
Ther is namore to seyn, but west and est 
In goon the speres ful sadly in arest; 
In goth the sharpe spore in-to the syde. 
Ther seen men who can Iuste, and who can rycle; 
Ther shiveren shaftes up-on sheelcles thikke; 

Up spring en speres twenty foot on highte; 
Out goth the swercles as the silver brightc. 

From the Middle Ages the Renaissance of the fourteenth Exercises 
dtf1'ing the 

and fifteenth centuries inherited the martial sports of chivalry, Renaissana. 
and art and poetry took them into their sphere. A famous 

Italian poet, Angelo Poliziano, wrote a renowned poem de-

scribing a tournament, and among the sketches by Leonardo 

da Vinci there is one representing a tournament. The pictures 

of manners, that the prose-writers of the Renaissance left to 

posterity, give also evidence of how favourably disposed the 

higher classes were towards physical exercises. The claims 

made on a nobleman, from a physical point of view, were very 

high at the time in question. An author prescribes: a courtier 

ought to be a perfect horseman; in tournaments, in jousts and 

in tilts he ought to show his superiority to others; in bull-

fighting, in throwing a lance or a spear, in running and in 

springing he ought to be skilful. - Besides those exercises, others 

such as wrestling, swimming, fencing were also practised. 

To the physical exercises hitherto mentioned there is one 

quality common: they all aim at the development of special 

bodily accomplishments, indispensable in the circumstances in 

which people lived at that time. In our peaceful times we 

hardly 'imagine that, in bygone days, security of life and lib

erty often depended on the agility and the rapidity of the 

individual, and his skill in the use of arms; in such a century 

of easy travelling as we live in, we sometimes forget that, in days 

of yore, man often had no other means of conveyance by land 
76-09388. Tidskt·. i gymnastik. 
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than his horse or his legs, and was obliged to ensure safety by 

sharpened senses and bodily accomplishments. 

There is another quality common to the exercises above

mentioned. Physical education in Greece was a national concern 

only in a restricted sense. A great number of the inhabitants 

were excluded from the benefits of physical education, viz. the 

slaves. During the centuries of the Middle Ag·es and of the 

Renaissance bodily training was no more a social concern than 

in Greece or in the North of olden times. Then, as nowadays, 

there were national sports and games. With a few exceptions, 

physical education previous to the century of the French 

Revolution was a monopoly of the privileged classes, which the 

very sort of exercises iti. use presupposes. 

During the last decades of the r8th century, and in the 

beginning of the 19th, new kinds of exercises appeared. The 

social conditions in which people lived had altered, and, as a 

result of that, the exercises hitherto in use became inappro-

priate. A physical training fit for a knight of the Middle Ages 

or a warrior of the 17th century was not good for people living 

under new social conditions. 

In this state of things new exercises arose, gymnastics in 

the modern sense of the word, that is to say, movements defin

ed in regard to form, effect and performance and aiming at 

a perfect development of the body. In bygone centuries gym

nastic movements had been used only by way of exception, for 

instance when Galenus, the famous Grecian physician, made a 

prophylactic and medical use of similar ones. If a modern term 

may be used of the exercises customary in bygone centuries, 

they might be called sports, whereas the new exercises we speak 

of are g;mmastz'cs in the true sense. 

From the gymnastic revival at the end of the 18th and the 

beginning of the 19th centuries three names are especially 

-l 

worthy to be remembered, viz. the two Germans Gutsmut!ts and j 
'.fahn and the Swede, Ling. In Germany, where the gymnastic _J 

revival began, this Renaissance was two headed: it imitated the 
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Grecian antiquity but it was also of a very national character. 

This character was most clearly manifested in the activities of 

Jahn, a national hero, whom not even the threats that Napoleon 

launched against him could hinder from proceeding with his 

bold, patriotic projects, one of which was the plan to increase 

the national strength by the introduction of gymnastics, which 

Jahn called Turnen. 
As for Gutsmuths, it must be observed that the store of Gutsmuths. 

gymnastic movements he was acquainted with was taken to a 

large extent from the Grecian gymnastics. Only a small 

number of the exercises that were found in the handbook of 

gymnastics Gutsmuths published in 1793 were invented by him-

self. For the most part the exercises he recommended were 

Grecian in type; some of them consisted of old German sports 

and games such as skating, archery etc. Gutsmuths told those 

of his own time many truths about physical education. And 

it cannot be denied that he tried to choose and also to invent 

gymnastic movements, by which, in the new social conditions 

that time and progress had entailed, the human body might be 

re-formed and thoroughly developed. 

But however great his store of gymnastic movements might 

have been, it did not suffice: in the gymnastics of Gutsmuths 

there were many movements; yet he was short of movements 

that were found very needful in later times, and the results that 

Gutsmuths promised for the movements he recommended did not 

always follow. It was not reserved for Gutsmuths to invent 

the formula of modern gymnastics. He was not an inventor 

who ingeniously draws up projects and carries them out. 

The inventor was a Swede in this case, just as Swedes 

have been inventors in many other cases and in many other 

spheres. 

At Copenhagen Ling got into the thoughts of Gutsmuths, 

and there is no reason to doubt one statement according to 

which Ling, in his first gymnastic activity, moved in the same 

sphere of ideas as Gutsmuths. Some few passages in his works 
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prove an influence from the German gymnast; partly that is 

the case also with his first gymnastic apparatuses. These facts 

do no injury to Ling as an inventive genius. The new element 

in his pioneering activity stands out most manifestly against 

the background of what was before him. 

As long as the world has lasted, there have been sports 

what the Greeks called gymnastics might also be called sports, 

for the most part. Whoever desires to realize the new crea

tions of Ling as a gymnast must not forget that there arc several 

co-ordinate kinds of physical exercises. 

Dijfmnt One kind consists of gymnastics in the modern sense that 
ki?tds of phys- I have indicated. 
ica/ exe,·cises: 
games, sports 

and gym-
nastic.r. 

If an acrobat swings 111 the air, clinging to an object by 

means of his teeth or his toes, or if he stands on his head with 

his legs upright in the air, this is sometimes called gymnastics. 

But exercises of that sort are neither gymnastics nor so much 

as physical exercises in a proper sense. A spontaneous move

ment cannot be called a physical exercise unless it implies a 

natural and normal use of physical powers However artless a 

game may be, compared with acrobatic tricks, it is one kind of 

real physical exercise, provided that it demands physical powers. 

Among real physical exercises there are two otlur kinds. 

There are exercises that enables you to develop some special dex

terity, for instance, your skill in jumping or running. As for 

exercises of this kind, the great thing for you is to reach some 

height or some length in your jump, or some rapidity in your 

running, therefore you aim at the development of some dex

terity or some dexterities. Physical exercises of this kind are 

called sports nowadays. It should be remembered that they 

were called gymnastics in Greece. 

There is also a third kind of exercise, by which no special 

dexterity, but a harmonious development of the whole body is 

aimed at. A good bearing, a proportional culture of the dif

ferent parts of the muscular system, in brief, bodily harmony and 

bodily truth, are the ends in view to be attained by exercises 
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of the kind in question. Movements like these are called gym-

1tastics in the strict sense of the word. Contrary to the species 

of movements alluded to above, gymnastic movements arc pre

viously and minutely defined in regard to form and performance; 

in this way a specified effect upon a given part of human org

anism is rendered possible. 

The importance and the value of gymnastics and its signif

icance for a fully satisfactory education nowadays, are most 

obviously vindicated by experience. It is a noticeable and sug

gestive fact that in countries where, for centuries, sports and 

games have been the only means of physical education, these 

means are nowadays considered not to be quite sufficient, but 

gymnastic movements are introduced into physical education 

and meet with general approbation from those who are compet

ent to judge of the matter. And the man who has the merit 

of having founded gymnastics in the modern sense, above indi

cated, is the Swede, Ling. 

Let us now return to Ling's pedagogic gymnastics in the Ling's gym

beginning of the 19th century. Most of the movements Guts- 1tastic i?tvm-
tions. 

muths recommended were not new, I have said, but they con-

sisted of old sports and games. I Ic sought for movements of 

another species, viz. gymnastic movements, but he had some 

difficulty in finding them. Then Ling set about the matter 

making new efforts and new inventions. 

Nowadays we find it hard, perhaps, to grasp how it is pos

sible that most of the movements we see performed in Swedish 

gymnastic halls, or executed elsewhere by Swedish gymnasts, im

plied something new and revolutionary in the history of physical 

education as long before our time as a century ago. In order to 

show how simplifying and new Ling's gymnastic inventions were, 

in the domain of physical education, I cannot but cite the following 

specimen of pedagogic gymnastics, quoted out of a gymnastic 

work previous to Ling. 'If your chest is compressed', the author 

says, 'you may use such exercises as pounding witlt a stamp, 

pulling bell-ropes, rowing, tltreshing, turning a crank'. 
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Movements like these - they were called "natural 11
, in op

position to the "artificial 11 (the gymnastic) ones may have been 

of undeniable use; not even in those times, when people, far Jess 

than in our days, were dependent on the social machinery and 

its claims on the time and the wants of an individual such exer

cises may have been fit for general application. To attain 

great effects by simple means is considered to be the greatest 

of arts. In that respect Ling was capable of more than either 

his predecessors or the gymnasts succeeding him. 

An account of the new gymnastic movements Ling found 

out might fill up several pages in the Book of Inventions. In 

order to prove - in some measure - his claim to be the 

founder of rational gymnastics in modern times, I think proper 

to call attention to the fact that a large number of new gym

nastic terms, denominations of new gymnastic movements, were 

composed by him. If Ling only had imitated his foregoer, 

Gutsmuths, he had not been obliged to invent new gymnastic 

terms designating new gymnastic movements. He might have 

contented himself with translating into Swedish the terms of 

his foregoer. In reality, however, he had to find out new move

ments and new gymnastic names. Ling's first gymnastic appel

lations- in their originality suggestive of his inventive genius -

were replaced by others in times that followed. 

The earliest No important invention is made without experiments and 
Swedislz gym-labours. Was the Swedish gymnast an inventor discovering 

nastics. 
possibilities and realizing them, he became so thanks to a lifelong 

restless activity. Even in the year I 8 I 3, when he founded his 

gymnastic institute at Stockholm, he wrote that he had been 

occupied with gymnastic work for ten years. And at that time 

twenty-six more years were reserved for him as a gymnast. 

As an illustration of his unremitting gymnastic activity I quote 

the following passage written by an assistant of his about 1820. 

"It may be presumptuous to say that Ling's gymnastics have 

advanced so far as to form a complete system, but they advance 

with rapid strides to wards completion; this I declare without 
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fear of contradiction, and I believe they will soon arnve at the 

most important point of their progress". 

The state of experiment and observation 111 which Swe

dish gymnastics were, once upon a time, is reflected in the plan 

of instruction Ling followed at first. Those taking gymnastic 

exercises at his institute were not always instructed together 

as nowadays, but to each one separately an instructor imparted 

knowledge of the correct performance of the movements. That 

method was used, according to the author of the first article 

written on Swedish gymnastics, with a view to preventing the 

pupil from venturing upon the execution of exercises that were 

beyond his physical powers, and from performing gymnastic 

movements in general, before knowing the structure of his body 

and conditions of its rational treatment. 

Swedish gymnastics were still in an experimental stage and 

offered a character of individualism just as every new creation. 

Time has dealt hardly with Ling's gymnastic writings, but what 

remains of them shows that new and daring ideas followed in 

rapid succession through the brain ofthe inventor. His individualism 

was manifested in the practice of the gymnastic movements, too. 

\Vhen he found it proper, he used to Jet the performance of 

some rhythmic movements be accompanied by song. Individ

ual and expressive at the same time were the original expres

sions with which he designed the movements to be executed. 

As a specimen of his terminology and of his capability to A short gym

attain effects by simple means I quote a short gymnastic pro- nastic P'·o-
g t·a.,n jro1n 

gram, elating from the earliest Swedish gymnastics. On ac- Ling's time 

count of its shortness this program, arranged for school children 

as a recreation during the lesson-hours, may be described. The 

nine movements of which it is composed are called: I. rolling, 

2. sawing, 3· hewing, 4· tramping, 5· courtesying, 6. "jump (in 

place) and fling(ing upward of the arms)", 7· "two jumps and 

a courtesy", 8. "cock-a-hoop march", 9· lifting (forward-up-

ward) and sinking (sidewise-downward) of the arms. 

The exercises in question consisted of the following move-
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ments: I. The hands grasp the hips, and the upper part of the 

body is rotated from the hips ("rolled"). 2. The forearms 

are bent against the upper arms, the left (right) arm is stretched 

forward and the right (left) arm downward while the trunk and 

the knees are bent so, that the finger-tips reach the floor. Then 

the body is stretched upward while the forearms are bent anew. 

Then the left (right) arm is stretched sidewise and the right 

(left) arm upward while the trunk is gently bent backward. 

Thus the movements of a man sawing wood are imitated. 3· 

The feet are planted a short distance apart, the arms are stretched 

straight upward, the fingers are interlaced and the movement 

of a wood-cutter handling his axe, is imitated. 4· March in 

place with the right and the left knees alternately lifted up

ward. 5. The heels are raised from the ground and the knees 

are bent so that a sitting position is assumed. (6). 7· Jumping 

with knees bent, by resting on the toes and by moving the 

feet aside and together alternately. 8. Running on toes with 

flinging forward of the legs in turn. 

The nine movements described -which give some idea of 

the concrete manner of instruction which Ling made use of -

take only a few minutes to execute; nevertheless they bring 

the different groups of muscles into action. 

To this specimen of Ling's earliest pedagogic gymnastics 

others could be added, giving evidence of the strength, the 

courage and the presence of mind his gymnastics also required, 

if arranged for individuals accustomed to vigorous physical 

exercise. The claims laid on such gymnasts were rather great. 

A personal disciple of Ling's used to train his pupils to run 

from 30 to 40 minutes without getting out of breath. It should 

be remembered that other movements and exercises also formed 

part of those lessons, besides the running. 

Some space of time passed before Swedish gymnastics 

were codified and unified. In the same degree as gymnastics 

became a concern of school and of the army and the navy, the 

spontaneity of the inventor had to yield and, like other subjects 

( 
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taught, Swedish gymnastics had to be imparted according to 

an homogeneous scheme. The military element with its char

acter of drill, that has remained distinctive for pedagogic Swe

dish gymnastics, then got a rule of general application. From that 

fact the mistaken conception of Ling as a military man may 

spring. In this connection it should be remembered that some 

documents prove that in the first period of Swedish gymnastics 

several civilians applied to be put through a course of gymnastics, 

in order to become teachers of gymnastics; in this respect, too, 

there is some difference between old and modern times. 

In another chapter we shall see that the founder of Swedish 

gymnastics was also a thinker and a poet, and that ethical and 

esthetic qualities enter into his gymnastics. In this context I 

find it suitable to add a few words as to the new gymnastic 

movements Ling invented. 
In order to show that Ling found out what Gutsmuths A day's gym-

nastic wo1·k 
sought for, namely a store of movements that might render a in Swedisk 

physiologic and plastic development of human body possible - schools. 

a store of movements defined as to effect and performance - I 

think it proper to give the outlines of a typical program for a 

day's gymnastic work in our Swedish schools. A Swedish lesson 

in gymnastics begins with a series of simple movements for legs, 

arms and neck, together with a few easy bendings and twistings, 

and so follows a series of exercises that are to be classed ac-

cording to their different effects. 

One group consists of so-called span-bendings (the trunk is 

bent backward with arms stretched upward, the hands rest 

against a wall), that by affecting the spine and, in connection 

with that, the chest, improve the carriage; another group con

sists of heave-hanging movements (the hands grasp a beam, 

e. g., that is placed so high that the feet do not touch the floor, 

the arms, trunk and legs being stretched) which have to a certain 

degree the same effect, by affecting the muscles of the shoul

ders and of the breast and by increasing· the capacity of the 

chest; a third group, the balance exercises, affect in a high 
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degree the brain and the nervous system, because it is by means 

of the nerves that our muscles receive orders to perform some 

particular function, in this case in a way that is suitable for 

the balance; a fourth group contains movements for the 

muscles of the back; a fifth for those on the front of the 

body; a sixth consists of movements for the muscles on the 

sides of the trunk. 

If I also mention the gymnastic jumps, that affect almost 

all the muscles in succession, and in a manner that is prescribed 

by the nerves, and thereto add the respiratory movements af

fecting the respiratory organs, I have given some hints of the 

inventive gymnastic means by which the body can be treated, 

and the muscles, the nervous system, the circulation of the blood 

and the nutritive process can be affected. 

Iu part we understand now what Ling meant by gym

nastics: movements defined as to form, execution and effect, 

useful for developing the body, and we have seen that Ling 

founded what we call gymnastics in a strict sense. Just as the 

sculptor forms, in his studio, a marble statue, Ling wanted the 

Jiving material of the human body, to be moulded into bod

ily truth and health. And the means, he indicated, were of 

the simplest, the most accessible and the most efficacious 

kind. From this you can explain the fact that no gymnastic 

method of any value, originating from the time after Ling's 

death, is devoid of some conformity with the system Ling 

founded. 
Gcrmatz gym- Broadly speaking there are only two systems of pedagogic 
1zastics itzjlu· · · E h S d' h d J G A 

d b 
gymnastics 111 urope: t e we IS an t 1e erman. n ac-

e~tce y 
Swedislz pri~t- count of the German pedagogic gymnastics · would require a 

ciples. chapter by itself. It should only be remembered that the latter 

has been influenced by the Swedish principles in gymnastics. 

It is noticeable that German physical education, in spite of a 

patriotic opposition, has sometimes profited from Ling's ideas. 

The antagonism that Swedish gymnastics meet with in Germany 

may not be considered merely an opposition to the peculiq.rity 
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of the Swedish system. The antagonism may also be explained by 

the circumstance that Germany, just as Sweden, has had to maintain 

a gymnastic tradition of its own, ever since Jahn, contemporary 

with Ling. In countries where there is no gymnastic tradition and 

where only objective and scientific points of view gymnastically 

prevail, Swedish gymnastics are gaining ground more and more. 

It is then a fact that the gymnastic development in Europe 

would be put back no less than a century if the gymnastic 

principles Ling established in the beginning of the 19th century, 

were left out of account. - By gymnastics, however, Ling did 

not mean only the new movements he invented for physical 

exercise. Just as is the case with the Greeks and with Guts

muths L£ng uses gJmmastz.cs z"n a larger sense tha1t we ar-e 

accustomed to nowadays. People often think Ling's gymnastics 

consist only of the new gymnastic movements, defiaed as to 

form, effect and execution, which he found out. In reality the 

matter does not stand thus. In gymnastics he included sports as 

well as games as far as the latter require physical exercise. 

But he excluded from his gymnastics such sports as were un

sound or unsuitable for education. 

As a proof of his interest in sports it may suffice to call Ling meant 

· 1 c: h h d 1 r d by "ymnastics attentiOn to t 1e 1act t at e arrange a pa estra 10r sports an 6 

also sound 
games in the open air, while he was staying· at Lund; there he sports and 

also set up a swimming-school. He himself was a first-rate games. 

swordsman. His interest for games in the open air is proved 

by several passages in his writings, and in his gymnastic prac 

tice he established the importance of g·ames to physical educa-

tion, and especially to the education of early youth, an age that V 

from its nature is less accessible to gymnastic exactness and 

precision than maturer age. There is a description from Ling's 

later life showing us how the old gymnast played with the boys. 

"It was a splendid sight when the old man visited the gym-

nastic exercises of the youths, and all the boys ran cheuing 

around him. He then arranged some games with them and 

partook in person with youthful liveliness". 
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Ling's impor- I have now tried to give an idea of the comprehensiveness 
tance to and the extension gymnastics received by Ling's activity in the 

European 
gymnastics. beginning of the Igth century. By him European gymnastics 

were widened but also deepened. To Ling gymnastics were a 

matter of science and free research, not only of school and of 

pedagogics. Somewhere he speaks of gymnastics based on 

rational grounds, i. e. based on scientific principles and he tried 

to carry out his idea. The study of anatomic science he utilized 

for his gymnastics and it was by means of his knowledge of the 

human body that he was enabled to reform the faulty ideas of 

physical education that were prevalent during the preceding 

century, the 18th. 

Rational and scientific principles were introduced into gym

nastics by him. It has sometimes been said that those prin

ciples are due to Ling's immediate followers. What are the 

real facts may be proved by the following quotation from an 

old document, written by Ling, and containing a plan of sub

jects taught at the gymnastic institute he had founded in 1813. 

Among several subjects taught we find : anatomy, descriptive 

free-standing (i. e. without apparatus) gymnastics, applied gym

nastics (with apparatus and without), principles of gymnastics 

etc. By bringing a scientific tendency into physical education 

he enriched it by a new and fertile thought. In the same 

degree as a physical and gymnastic education is based on objec

tive researches and keeps pace with the evolution of sciences 

appertaining, in the same degree it is of universal and inter

national bearing. 

The world of new thoughts and new projects in which a 

pioneer of human progress lives is seldom led to perfection by 

himself alone. 

As to Ling's personal disciples, two went abroad in order 

to spread his doctrines, the third remained in Sweden. From 

the very beginning his gymnastics were conceived as an inter-
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national concern. And a hundred years after Ling's appearance 

it cannot be denied that his work has become as well a natio

nal matter as - in some degree -- an international one. There 

is hardly one country in Europe where representatives of Swe

dish gymnastics - medical or pedagogic - do not work at 

spreading them, often with great success. Into the New World 

Swedish gymnastics have also made their way, nor are they quite 

unknown in other parts of the world. 

owadays pedagogic gymnastics are a matter of course in 

Swedish schools. Even in Ling's time many schemes were 

projected in order to promote his pedagogic ideas. It was 

suggested that gymnastic seminaries might be set up at the 

Swedish universities in order to train teachers of gymnastics -

which in reality became the task of the Gymnastic Central In

stitute; it was also suggested that the clergy should be en

colll·aged to persuade their parishioners of the advisability of 

constructing gymnastic establishments within the parishes, that 

youth might get an opportunity of gymnastic exercises. 

The application of pedagogic gymnastics in Swedish The gymnastic 

schools was posterior to that in Germany. Nevertheless the evvlttlion in 
Sweden. 

gymnastic development in Sweden got on faster than in Ger-

many. Gymnastics cannot be said to have formed any real 

subject taught in German schools during the first part of the 

19th century, viz. before the appearance of Adolf Spiess ( 1810-

1858). In a word, the matter stood thus in Sweden during the 

period in question: in 1807 the first Swedish edict imposing 

gymnastics in the state schools was issued; in 1820 it was 

reissued and made more exacting; in the fourth decade of the 

19th century there were seventeen teachers of gymnastics in 

all, divided among the state schools in Sweden. 

At present there are gymnastic establishments, light and 

airy, in all the state schools of Sweden - the greater part of 

Swedish youth receives its education in state schools - and 

the gymnastic exercises are directed by special teachers, trained 

at the Gymnastic Central Institute in Stockholm. The teachers 
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of gymnastics in our elementary schools are not trained there, yet 

they are specially instructed so as to be able to impart gym

nastic instruction themselves. In elementary schools in Sweden 

just as in other state schools there, and in the army and in 

the navy, gymnastics are compulsory. Playgrounds for games 

in the open air are fairly numerous in Swedish cities and sports 

are practised with great ardour by Swedish youth. In con

formity with Ling's principles, representatives of physical edu

cation in Sweden often warn against excessive sports, emphasi

zing the harm over-exertion can do the young generation. 

Ling's f"''· In the beginning, Ling may not have realized the future 
the:-ance of bearing of his gymnastic work; nor may he have anticipated 

medual gym· 
nastics. what that work was to require from his gymnastic inventiveness. 

It is a fact proved by documents from Ling's time that he became 

an inventor not only in pedagogic gymnastics, but also in medical 

gymnastics, thus giving an important contribution to therapeutics 

though he was not a physician by profession. In the sphere of 

therapeutics a new tendency had gradually made its way during 

the 19th century. The value of air, motion and water was held 

forth as something novel and people got some remote ideas of 

the importance that gymnastics might have from a medical point 

of view. In England, as well as on the continent, tracts treat

ing of the therapeutic value of gymnastics, appeared. 

From this vague and imperfect conception of gymnastics 

as a tnatter of importance also in medical respects, which even 

in the times of the Greeks and the Romans was known, it was 

a long way to a real knowledge of wftzdz infirmities and bodily 

deformities should be treated by gymnastics and wftz'cft method 

of treatment should be employed in different cases. In both 

these respects Ling's medical gymnastics were important, as 

can be proved. The explanation of that fact may be no other 

than the following one, given by a personal disciple of his, a 

physician by profession: Ling, just as other men that have 
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pioneered, proceeded by means of experience and observation 

of phenomena, a proceeding that was as long as his own life. 

As an illustration of those words of his disciple it should be 

added that Ling applied to all the resources within reach, to 

the gymnastic writings of the classical antiquity as well as 

those of modern times, before all, however, to the study of 

the human body by anatomy and by researches in the laws of 

its movements. 

It is a long way from the medical experiments in the 

early rgth century to modern therapeutics professed by pro

fessional men of the medical art nowadays. Ling himself 

wished that his medical gymnastics might be developed by 

professional physicians and that wish was a consequence of 

his fundamental principle, according to which gymnastics are a 

science. It cannot be denied, however, that Ling himself gave 

rise to that branch of the medical art which gymnastics com

prise, though he was not a medical man. 

Just as Ling in pedagogic gymnastics found out formul~ 

by which the healthy human body could be brought to plastic 

perfection, he found out formul~ by which the diseases of 

the human body might be eliminated. We might find it hard 

to believe this, if there were not documents proving it. From 

eighteen-twenty-something, there is a document telling us that 

several physicians sent patients to Ling's institute because they 

had found that the best way of eliminating. some diseases was to 

apply to medical gymnastics. Ling himself writes in a letter: I 

have employed my movement-cure in healing some sick persons 

and they regard me as a wonder-worker as I use no drugs. 

There is also a description of Ling practising his medical 

gymnastics that deserves to be quoted. He used - as are the 

words of our informant - to treat the diseased part of the 

body with an exceedingly cautious hand, and he proceeded 

very slowly on account of which it happened that the sick 

persons complained of feeling no effect from the movements em

ployed; just for those reasons, however, his cures most often 
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turned out successfully and diseases that had lasted for years 

and baffled every treatment with drugs gradually disappeared. 

A large practice of medical gymnastics was enjoyed by Ling and 

the number of those restored to health by it was fairly great. 

-In this context another gymnastic contribution to medical art 

oug·ht to be mentioned, viz. the practice of medical gymnastics 

carried on by the Gymnastic Orthopedic Institute at Stockholm 

that was founded in Ling's time by a friend of his and still 

exists. It is a State institution just as the Gymnastic Central 

Institute. 

The social, ethical and esthetic importance of 
Ling's gymnastics. 

It IS hardly possible to realize the general aim Ling in

tended to give to his gymnastics without taking a retrospect 

of the prevailing current in Swedish culture in the beginning 

of the 19th century. That current aimed at nothing less than 

a national regeneration. A demand for the education of the 

whole nation and a devel opment of all its forces was raised, 

a demand that was natural on account of the political dangers 

the peoples of the North had gone through. The demands in 

question came from different sources, not only from pedagogues 

by profession, and they were so current as to indicate a want 

in time and in society. They got a typical express ion in 

Sweden in the so called Gothic Association, a g roup of distin

guished Swedish men, whose guiding idea was: a revival of 

national energy and activity. 

Practically, not theoretically or poetically, the national cur

rent in question had its mightiest manifestation in Ling's gym

nastic aims. From poets and theorists a complaint was heard , 

similar to Hamlet's 

the native hue of resolution 
JS sicklied o'er with the pale cast of though t. 
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Tcgncr, the famous Swedish poet, sang dolefully: the smews 

of poetry are broken just as the sword of activity. Teg11er's 

friend, the Swedish gymnast, tried to restore national activity 

to his own times and his own people. By his gymnastics he 

purposed to strengthen the individual as well as the social 

force of will and of action. The main purpose of the Swedish 

gymnast was that !tis gymnastics might become a social fun c

tion forwarding national power of action. 

In the same proportion as a physical education is social ling's gym· 

tn its essence it can spread the ethical and esthetic qualities nastics have a 
rPcial end in 

it may possess. The fact is that the social point of view be- view. 

comes a fundamental one, if we try to group Ling's thoughts 

on the importance and the value of a rational physical education. 

From the very beginning a social character distinguished Swed-

ish gymnastics and Ling tried to attract people to national games 

and sports that in his days were practised in some parts of 

Sweden. To games and sports, however, he added a new kind 

of exercise, unknown up till then, the so called gymnastic move-

ments. He did so with a social end in view. 

He understood that games, however useful they may be, 

are insufficient for a complete physical education. He under

stood there are good sports that, unfortunately, do not fall 

within the reach of everyone because they demand more 

bodily strength and more sporting accessories than everyone 

may be supposed to possess. In their substance the gym

nastics he invented were accessible to everyone who possesses a 

body, accessible to high and low, to the weak and to the strong. 

The thoughts in question received expression in Ling's own 

time when an assistant of his wrote: 'Tltere is no art other 

titan gymnastics that alone supplz'es the need of motion to all 

ages. The gymnastic movements are selected for the necessities 

of the whole body; you can use them whenever you like and 

only a few minutes are necessary for profiting by them; they 

are arranged in such a way that they contain the easiest as well 

as the more strenuous exercises. ' 
77-09388. T idsknf t i Gymnastik. 
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Supposing sports were within the reach of everyone, a funda

mental difference would still exist between gymnastics and 

sports, a difference which renders one supplementary to the 

other and calls for a practice of bot!t. Gymnasti cs with their 

movements, specified as to form , execution and effect, aim at 

the development of the w!wle body whereas sports aim at some 

particular achievements, which, however useful they may be, yet 

are something quite special. 

The universal utility of Swedish gymnastics arises from the 

very nature of Ling's gymnastic investigations. Ire founded his 

gymnastic activity upon a real knowledge of the human body. 

Through him gymnastics became a science, founded on observa

tion and experim~nt. In this way, Ling fulfilled a condition 

necessary for the accumulation of a store of movements that 

might be important for the bodily training of everyone. The 

scientific basis explains the fact that Swedish gymnastics gain 

ground whenever, in a foreign country, the question of their 

introduction is objectively and scientifically discussed. 

l'ltysicrrl tdu- When Ling appeared in the beginning of the 19th century, 
~ation a na- physical education had became a national need for the first time 

Ilona/ co?tetnz 
amwdin u to in modern history. In Sweden, as well as in Germany, physical edu-, 

Ling. cation became a national concern, in Sweden by the efforts of 

Ling, in Germany by those of Jahn, the father of the German 

>Turnem. Ling's way of thinking as a gymnasiarch was in 

brief the following: not only the individual force of action and 

of will is strengthened by physical education, which promotes 

the strength of will of a whole people. On that ground, phys

ical education ought to be a national concern. " At a gym

nastic establishment based on true principles wealth as well as 

poverty, lowliness as well as greatness are levelled; equality 

for the public good ought to prevail there." 

Among leading men in the history of physical education 

there is no one that has handled it in a broader sense than 

Ling. No one has given a larger meaning to gymnastics than 

he when he enriched the inheritance from times bygone -
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the different sports practised in ancient Greece and in the old 

North-by gymnastic exercises, invented by himself. Combined 

with games and healthful sports he called those exercises 

"gymnastics" . No one has more expressly asserted the ethical 

and social importance of a national physical education. That is 

the reason why Ling's gymnastic achievement is a natural starting

point for a useful activity in the department of physical education. 

Even in ancient Greece an et!tical wort!t was attributed Aft ethical 

to gymnastics as we can see from several passages in Plato wo•·th 
attributed to 

and in Aristotle, the Grecian philosophers. With music - in gymnastics i fZ 

the Grecian sense of music and science and art - the mind c,·em. 

ought to be educated, the body by gymnastics. Education 

must include the mind as well as the body; if not, it does not 

deserve to be mentioned, according to Plato. He indicates the 

ethical value of gymnastics as follows: we want exercises for 

our children to develop their bodies that these' may become a 

suitable vehicie for the mind in the highest possible degree. It 

is also within the power of gymnastics, according to Plato, to 

develop several moral qualities, e. g., nobleness of mind, obe-

dience, courage, self-reliance; gymnastics guard against dissi-

pation and lead the way to what is beautiful, and, at the same 

time, to virtue. 

Aristotle, too , discusses the value of gymnastics. He occu

pies himself also with educational questions in general. There are 

matters that must be separated from education. It is below the 

dignity of a freeborn man to trouble himself with some matters 

that render him incapable of noble actions. To that sort of thing 

belongs all that deforms the body or by which it becomes clumsy 

or weak; a day-labourer's business is of that sort because it ob

structs the thinking of the mind -- the Grecian contrast be

tween freeborn men and slaves appears here. Occupying one

self only with scientific researches is also derogatory to a free

born man, according to Aristotle. Subjects taught are, ac

cording to him: writing (drawing, painting), gymnastics and 

music. By gymnastics some thing is made of the body and 
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some accomplishments are given to it. The special ethical im

portance of gymnastics is indicated in his writings in this way: 

gymnastics form part of education as far as they promote cou

rage and bravery. 

In modern times some exceptional thinkers and educators 

pointed out the moral importance of a physical education, e. g. 

Locke in England. Nevertheless the old truth seemed to have 

been a new one, when Ling spoke for it in the beginning of 

the 19th century. "A real gymnastic education", wrote he, 

"should be directed to the mind as well as to the body." "The 

more an individual learns to act by means of his own ability, 

to maintain within himself power to overcome all dangers, 

o act on the instant with calmness and without rashness, the 

more he approaches to man." When emphasizing the mental 

worth of bodily exercises, he took up a line of thought that 

was to be continued by the following ages and the accuracy 

of which was to be confirmed and explained by the science 

of our days. 

l'hysical ex- Modern science shows that physical exercises are not only 
ercis~s . an ex- an exercising of the muscles but also of the nerves, of the 

r?·c/St1lg of 
the will ac- central nervous system in the spinal marrow and in the brain 
cm·ding to where Will and Consciousness reside. We can perform a vol-

modn·n 
science. 

untary, intentional movement only by means of the central 

nervous system, from which "impulses" or orders emanate to 

some muscles to work in some way. Thus bodily exercises 

become an exercising of the will , too; hence it follows that they 

may be of consequence for our power of acting, which depends 

upon the will, and for the development of moral qualities. 

In many respects, the mental life of an individual may be af

fected by a physical education. Old treatises on education speak 

of an exercising of the senses, which exercising was not con

nected with physical exercises, however. For such a connection 

we have not far seek. Physiology shows that there are more 

senses than people formerly believed. There is, e. g., a musc

ular s~nse, viz., a sense by which I apprehend - when moving 
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- the direction and the extent of my movement and the rela

tions between the different parts of the body; such a sense is 

naturally trained by physical exercises (e. g. by jumping). 

In this context I cannot be silent on the fact that now and A misconcep-

. · . d ..J' h' l S d' h tic'n of Lin<T' then an op1n1on IS asserte accorumg to w 1c 1 we IS gym- . " 
gymnastus. 

nastics affect in too small a degree - or in no degree at all -

our mental and moral life, that is to say the will. That opinion 

is of long standing. It was pronounced in r88r by DuBois

Reymond, the renowned German physiologist. He declared 

that Swedish gymnastics do not train the central nervous sys-

tem; this being the case they offer no exercise for the will. 

"The muscles are strengthened by Swedish gymnastics but 

these do not train the body to complicated movements. They 

are good for medical use only, for maintenance or restoration 

of activity in single groups of muscles." That is to misunder-

stand instead of to understand Swedish gymnastics. It is quite 

the contrary to what these aimed at from their very begin-

ning. 

It was the human will the Swedish gymnasiarch intended 

to influence, in conformity with his own words quoted above: 

a real gymnastic education should be directed to the mind as 

well as to the body. - I cannot be wide of the truth if I 

insist upon the fact that there is a reference to the will in 

Ling's words just as in his gymnastics. In his critique of 

Swedish gymnastics Du Bois-Reymond does not hit the inner 

meaning of Ling's thought. There is another assertion made 

by the German physiologist which should be applied to Swedish 

gymnastics more justly than the above-mentioned. ·when a 

complicated movement, writes Du Bois-Reymond, is being per

formed, e. g. a jump, the muscles must act in some succession 

and, according to a physiological law, the energy of every single 

muscle must swell, continue and slacken to the end that the 

right position of the limbs and a perfect balance may result. 

- Such an influence on nerves and will was one of the main 

objects Ling had in view in his gymnastics. 
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Gymnastics as an education of will is a pedagogic factor 

that must not be forgotten. Even if the psychologists dispute 

about the rank our will holds in mental life ·- whether its 

place in it is of a central or of a secondary character - it is 

a fact that good grounds have been adduced in favour of the 

"voluntarism". Be this as it may, the pedagogic importance of 

the education of the will cannot be denied. In its capacity of 

being important to the development of the will physical exer

cise gets an importance that is not only an especially peda

gogic one but also a general and social one, particularly in our 

days. Modern medical science speaks of" the diseases of will"; 

a modern penetrating thinker says that thought and reflection 

have become overgrown nowadays and literature not only con

cerns itself with pessimistic themes but itself adopts a pessim

istic tone - something which is not without connection with 

the diseases of will. 

The moral worth of gymnastics appears in different ways. 

There are philosophers who declare physical movements are 

important, ethically, from the fact that they afford pleasure. The 

development of power, which physical exercises afford, implies 

as well release from discomfort as production of feelings of 

pleasure, matters not only of esthetic but also of ethical im

portance. Movements release from the discomfort that is pro

voked by repressed activity, says an art-philosopher. 

The words quoted deserve to be repeated by the moralists. 

Lust of life has become a watchword but tiredness - in other 

words incapacity of active exertion - is the general symptom. 

That this point of view, viz. that physical exercise includes 

pleasure, not less than the former, that physical exercise trains 

the will, was borne upon the mind of the Swedish gymnasiarch 

is proved by his own beautiful words according to which joy is 

a spark of divine fire that ought to penetrate everything. 

Nati<'nal The history of gymnastics shows that gymnastics are not 
iiJtportanc~ of only of ethical but also of ethical and national importance. 
gymnastiCs. 

It was, however, not \.Inti! late in the history of gymnastics 
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that such a view began to prevail. In Greece physical educa

tion was a national concern only to a limited extent. A nu

merous group of inhabitants were excluded from it, viz. the slaves, 

as I have said before. Only in the century of the French 

Revolution and in the beginning of the 19th century, gymnas

tics have acquired ethical importance to society at large. The 

countries that in this way took care of the gymnastic develop

ment and gave it a new vehicle ·were Sweden and Germany. 

In the Germany that fought against the armies of apoleon, 

in the fatherland of Gutsmuths and Jahn, this conception of 

things materialized into deeds and was directed towards national 

defence. J ahn, the German gymnasiarch and a contemporary 

of Ling, is an illustrious personage. "The unity of my country 

was the aurora of my youth , the sun · of my mature years 

and the evening-star of my life." The course of his life did 

not contradict his words. His patriotism was not checked by 

Napoleon's imperative commands. One of his patriotic dreams 

was to improve his countrymen, mentally and physically, by 

gymnastics, which be called "turnen". 

It should be added that also in Ling's fatherland, not less 

than in Germany, Swedish gymnastics were viewed from a 

national and practical stand-point, from their very beginning. 

During the political dangers in the beginning of the 19th 

century an outcry was raised in favour of a strong power of 

defence in a mental and in physical respect. The watchword 

was partly: a gymnastic education of the youth. That national 

character never departed from Swedish gymnastics. 

Thus have ethical considerations been a part of gymnastics Swedislt 

during their history in a more or less constant way. It is a gymnastics 
are co1meckd 

truth that also nowadays gymnastics are in some degree re- witlt esthetics 

cognized as a moral factor. They include, however, also esthetic and m·t. 

moments,* which especially is the case with Swedish gymnastics. 

* As to the ethical and esthetic importance of gymnastics a few words of 
Lin g himself deserve to be quoted: a true gymnast wants intellectual training 
as w~ll as taste for the fine arts and morals (Ling's Collected Writings III, P· 773). 
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Even antagonists admit that an est!tetic importance distinguishes 

them. Exactness in form is inseparable from Swedish gym

nastics and the sense of plastic form that they are able to de

velope in the practisers gives them a quality of pedagogic im

portance. 

In an article on Ling's gymnastics, dating from his own 

days, a parallel is drawn between these gymnastics and art, 

especially the art of sculpture. And it cannot be denied that 

Ling's gymnastics in their essence are an art. Clear evidence 

of this is the fact that some laws governing other branches of 

art are to be found in Swedish gymnastics. These include sev

eral esthetic conceptions and I find it proper to call attention 

to their existence. 

The esthetic science speaks of a law of elegance and in-

elegance in movement. Gymnastics are movements and that 

law is a matter of fact also to be found in gymnastics. The 

law in question - the fundamental principle of which is econ

omy of force - insists that more exertion than is necessary 

for the aim in view should not be bestowed on a movement. 

In art, especially in the representation of the human body, 

everything that is unequal to the purpose causes loss of beauty, 

just as an injudicious use of force results in gymnastic incorrect

ness. The gymnastic application of that law concerning cor

respondence between the effort and the object of it, is thorough 

in Swedish gymnastics. It is applicable to every movement in 

that the movement should be performed without making use of 

more muscles, that is to say more force, than necessity demands. 

In this respect, Swedish gymnastics agree with art, thus illustrat

ing and making real to us a conception of beauty. 

SymmtiiJ'· In art there is something called symmetry, with which some 

regularity is expressed or an identity between the two halves 

which make a whole. Symmetry is to be found in architecture; 

it exists in the pictorial art of some periods, and it is fundam

ental in sculpture. You have not far to look for an illustra

tion of what symmetry is. Your own body is such an illustra-
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tion. If you take the po~ition that in gymnastic language is 

called the standing position - typical of a gymnastic carriage 

of the body - you will find that the two halves into which a 

perpendicular might be supposed to divide the body correspond 

perfectly; thus my body is an illustration of what symmetry is. 

By means of the different kinds of movements that are to 

be found in Swedish gymnastics, you are able to have more 

knowledge of the essence of symmetry. Symmetry implies a 

harmonious balance and the repose of the whole. The gym

nastic application of this principle is, that unsymmetrical and 

ungymnastic are all move~ents which prevent the capacity 

of balance and the mastery over the body being displayed 

and maintained in different positions. It is a fact that no sim

ilar movements are to be found in Swedish gymnastics, which, 

thus implants in the mind of the practiser another conception 

of beauty without his knowledge of it. 

An estltetic significance, not only an ethical one, has been 

of great importance also in bygone times. An exclusively gym

nastic point of view is not large enough to comprise the bearing 

of Ling's gymnastic thoughts. In several respects they are part 

and parcel of the culture of the age; perhaps this connection 

was wholly or partly unknown to Ling himself. 

In the orth history cannot speak of a plastic ideal until 

late. It is a fact not to be doubted that the old inhabitants of 

the North esteemed bodily accomplishments very highly. That 

plastic conception, however, got no artistic expression. The old 

Scandinavian sculpture deserves to be called truly artistic only 

with restriction. Nor did the Reformation and the Renaissance 

in the North produce any sculptural art in which the human 

body occupies such a place as in the sculpture of the Italian 

Renaissance. Not before the 18th century is a really plastic 

ideal to be found in the North. In that century a return to 

the old Grecian art began, the revival of which was pleaded 

for by \Vinckelmann, the renowned German scholar. 
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The ,·wival It was the Grecian sculpture he paid special attention to, 

of the old and its laws were established by him. vVinckelmann wished to 
c,·ecian 

sculfture. raise the sculpture to the same rank as it had once held in 

Greece and among the artists his wish became a permanent 

aspiration for several decades. It is not a mere chance that 

Sergei (1740- 1814), the Swedish sculptor whose wonderful Faun 

is known and appreciated by every visitor to the National Mu

seum of Stockholm, just as the Dane, Thorvaldsen ( 1770- I 844), 
were born in the same century as Winckelmann lived in. By 

their masterpieces of sculptural genius those two sculptors gave 

a plastic expression of the human ?ody in its perfection. Their 

works may be compared to those of a renowned English painter, 

Sir Frederick Leighton, in the symmetry of composition, the 

rhythm of the lines, the nobleness in the representation of 

the human body. It should be added that an important con

tribution to the development of a plastic ideal in the North was 

given by the Scandinavian sculptors mentioned. It is a note

worthy fact that two Hyperboreans are to be found among the 

reformers of modern sculpture, the art of the Hellenes. 

The works of Winckelmann are of a special interest on 

account of the clear and logical way in which they hold forth 

the connection that existed between the gymnastics and the 

sculpture of the Hellenes. Of all his assertions none hit the 

Ilellenic spirit as do those by which the Grecian gymnasia, 

that is to say the places where gymnastic exercises were per

formed, are characterized as the studios of the sculptors. In 

the gymnasia the Grecian sculptors became familiar with the 

human body, its bodily truth, its harmonious perfection, its 

movements and its resting-positions. Nowhere do his descrip

tions get such a colouring as when he leads us into the por

ticoes of the gymnasia. 

"There walked the philosopher, there came the artist; So

crates in order to teach his disciples, Phidias in order to study 

the naked bodies of those taking gymnastic exercises. There 

the spectators followed with their eyes the action of the muscles, 
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the twistings of the body or studied its eurythmy; in the sand 

the outlines of the wrestlers' bodies were to be seen by the 

impression they made in it." - - Nowhere may the critical ob

servations of Winckelmann be more justifiable than in the pas

sages where he emphasizes the importance that gymnastically 

trained bodies have as models. 

Thus the Grecian sculpture filled a large place in the ar

tistic sphere of the end of the 18th century and of the be

ginning 19th, a flct that explains in some degree Ling's ad

miration of the Hellenic sculpture, in which "the immortal mod

els" are to be found. I don't know how much the Swedish 

gymnasiarch may have studied Grecian sculptures; it is a fact, 

however, that he was able to see with the eyes of an old Greek. 

Out from his writings a sound like that of a chisel fashioning 

the marble is to be heard every now and then. 

In the hellenizing period in which Ling lived no one tried Ling twged 

1. I · 1 · d b · a connection to rea 1ze t 1e connectton t 1at once ex1ste etween gymnastics b 
et ween gym-

and sculpture, the Swedish gymnasiarch excepted. It may seem nastics and 

hard to believe that he was such an exception; the fact cannot sculptun 

be denied, however, as far as I know. Even when Ling was 

staying at Lund he turned his eyes towards a future conjunction 

between gymnastics and sculpture. He seems, however, to have 

met with opposition. "When I declared that the fine arts in 

Europe could not arrive at the height of prosperity, ere rational 

gymnastics were introduced, people laughed at me as if I were 

a fool." At his gymnastic institute he endeavoured to get tog-

ether the artists of that time so as to show them the importance 

of gymnastically developed models and of observing the human 

body in gymnastic motion. 

His efforts bore fruit. In the National Museum at Stock

holm there are Swedish pencil drawings from the beginning of 

the 19th century which deserve to be mentioned on account of 

the perfection with which they reproduce the most varying pos

itions of the human body. The drawings in question, with 

them.;:s from the old Scandinavian mythology and history, are 
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executed by an artist that had been artistically educated at 

Ling's institute.* As characteristic of Michael Angelo, the most 

wide-embracing genius of the Renaissance in Italy, the capacity 

of representing the human body in its movements and its mus

cular perfection is often held forth. I don't intend to compare 

the unknown Swedish artist to Michael Angelo but it cannot be 

denied that the drawings of the former recall some masterpieces 

of the latter in their boldness of expression and anatomical ac

curacy. 

Statues of old Every visitor to the National Museum at Stockholm cannot 
Scandinavian b . l . l . 

J" • • • • ut notice t 1e gods 111 marb e that are placed 111 the entrance hall. 
a.tvznztus zn 
the National Indirectly Ling was the author also of the statues of those old 
Museum at Scandinavian divinities (Odin, Tor, Balder), partly on account of 
Stockholm. 

the energy with which he insisted upon the introduction of the 

Old Northern mythology and saga into artistic subjects, partly on 

account of the fact that he supported, by his gymnastic endeav

ours, the importance that ought to be attributed to the plastic 

form. 

It cannot be denied that the statues representing Odin and 

Tor are almost unparalleled as to the exactitude with which 

they reproduce the different parts of the human body and its 

muscles. At the same time it cannot be denied that the artistic 

exaggeration which the statues of these two deities manifest is 

enormous. It deserves still to be added that the connection 

betwem gym1tastics and sculpture that tlte Swedislt gy77masi

arclt fouglzt for is to be found o1tly three times in history: 

/ in the Greece of olden times, in the Italy of the Renaissance 

and in Sweden in the beginning of the 19th century. 

A retrospective survey of the gymnastic and artistic col

laboration during the two first-mentioned periods will bring the 

great bearing of Ling's endeavours into relief. 

Gymnastics The religious system and the fine arts were intimately con-
were of g•-eat nected in Greece. There was, however, also a connection be-
impM·tana to ____ _ 

sculptu,-e in 
G1·eece. 

* Charles Wahlbom (r8To-r857). 
(The battle of Fyrisvall). 

See, e. g., his "Slagel vid Fyri>vaU" 
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tween gymnastics and arts, between gymnastic and plastic arts, 

as I have already indicated. The sculptural perfection of the 

Grecian statues cannot be explained, if the importance of the 

gymnastic education in Greece is not taken into account. One 

of the necessary factors of the Grecian sculpture was the pales

trian life. The consequence of the latter is manifested by the 

progressive development of sculpture. 

Thus were gymnastics one condition of the sculptural pros

perity in Greece. - The Grecian sculptures of an early period 

are frontal, that is to say, the median-line of the statue is quite 

straight, its neck and abdomen are not twisted nor bent in any 

way, which causes a geometrical, stiff attitude. Then the fron

tality is dissolved into easy and agile positions, the human body 

is reproduced also with its twistings and bendings. This was 

not only the effect of an artistic capacity more developed and 

more skilled in the representation of the human body; it was 

also the result of the artistic, keen and ripe observation of 

the palestrian life, in which youth and manhood were trained to 

exercises of agility and strength. The gable-sculptures that 

come from the temple of Aegina are renowned specimens of 

that new style. 

Among the sculptures of the east gable, there is one which 

the historians of art point out as especially noticeable on ac

count of the perfect manner in which a movement is represented 

in marble - the movement that Hercules is performing when 

stretching out his left arm in order to draw a bow. The discus

thrower of Myron, represented in the act of twisting the body 

sharply, inaugurates a new series of sculptural themes, in which 

no frontality is to be found, because the median-lines of the 

statues belonging to this series, are curved. 

A statue of this kind, perfect in plastic and static respects, 

is the renowned Doryphoros of Polycletus. This statue is a 

good specimen of the exquisite discrimination with which the 

Greeks were able to realize the static conditions of the human 

body. The Doryphoros rests the weight of his body mainly 

The Dory
phol·os of 
Polycldtts. 
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on one foot, the front one, which causes one hip, that of the 

front leg, to stand out more than the other hip. In this way 

the symmetry between the two halves of the upper part of the 

body disappears. The equilibrium of the statue must be kept, 

however, and with this intention the sculptor has somewhat 

lowered one shoulder of the statue - that corresponding to the 

foot moved forward. In that manner the figure represented in 

marble receives the harmony of lines which the Greeks called 
eurythmy. 

The emJ•thm The eurythmy, that is to say the rhythmic harmony and 
indCSrurd·a~J. the equilibrium of the human body, belongs especially to the 

an we ts • 
gymnastics. Grecian sculptures; it appertains, however, also to the Grecian 

gymnastics on account of the connection existing between gym

nastics and sculpture in Greece. The harmony and proportion, 

that is to say, the eurythmy of the body, is something esthetic, 
not ethic, in modern times. 

The Greeks attributed an ethic importance to the eurythmy. 

It should be remembered that virtue is a mental health or bar-

mony, according to Plato, and he says that the supreme good 

is based on the right measure and proportion. It may also be 

mentioned that Hippocrates, the great healer, contemporary with 

Plato, regards the human body as a harmonious whole which 

sickness mars. It should be added that the eurythmy of the 

Grecian sculptures implies its existence also in the models gym

nastically trained. By gymnastic delicacy, as to the rhythmic bal

ance of the human body and its static conditions, Swedish gym

nastics offer an exceptional resemblance to the Grecian gymnastics. 

The Grecian It seems to be an undeniable fact that, during the classic 
sculpto,·s got period of the Grecian culture, anatomic dissections of the body 
their know/- . . 
edge of the were unknown. The sculptures of Polycletus, w1th the1r mus-

human body cular exuberance and anatomic perfection, as well as the gra-

fl'om tlu cious and slender bodies Lysippos designed- unrivalled as to 
palest,·a. 

harmonious energy - are modelled on the types of the palestra; 

tlzere it was that the sculptor got accustomed to the muscular 

activity of the human body. To what degree the eye-sight of 
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the Grecian sculptors was gymnastically well-trained, may be 

appreciated from Socrates' words to a sculptor: I know you 

artistically separate the runners , the wrestlers, the pancratiasts 

from one another. The words quoted must no doubt apply to 

the artist' s capacity for realizing the muscular peculiarities of 

the different categories of sportsmen - a capacity that few 

modern sporting-enthusiasts may possess. 

In the art of the Italian Renaissance, the human body occu

pies a foremost place. The fact that the anatomic interest and 

the dissecting eagerness of the artists in those days were of great 

consequence as to the artistic realism has been pointed out by 

the historians of art. Whilst the medi<:eval art - though it 

shows a good deal of realism - cared little for bodily truth 

(as the whole spirit of the Middle Ages was a speculative one) 

the art of the Renaissance knew how to represent bodily truth 

in a very realistic way. The artists of the Renaissance became 

familiar with the anatomy of the human body, partly by means 

of dissections. A whole generation of artistic anatomists grew 

up. It is only necassary to recall the renowned anatomical 

drawings of Leonardo da Vinci. 

If the classic antiquity lacked the knowledge of the human 

body that is based on dissections, the Renaissance possessed it 

in abundance. There was, however, also another way in which 

the art of that time made the bodily truth subject to an artistic 

dominion. The Renaissance of Art was, at the same time, the 

Renaissance of Gymnastics. 

As strong as the reaction had been against the Grecian The Renais

antiquity before, as strong in favour of that antiquity it now sana of A~t 
was also tne 

becomes. A revival of the gymnastic interest, displayed by the Renaissance 

Greeks, ensued. In this connection I will mention Mercurialis' ofGymnastics. 

" de arte gymnastica libri sex" , which may be characterized as 

commentaries on Grecian and Roman gymnastics and descrip-

tions of them. The gymnastic revival during the Renaissance 

was of great consequence to the art of this period. It cannot 

be denied that this fact has been almost forgotten by the 
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historians of art. It does not suffice to point out the artistic 

importance of anatomic knowledge during the Renaissance. 

Anatomy and dissection do not suffice for plastic art. Only 

the artist who has followed the movements of the human body 

in the palestra, or in the gymnastic hall is able to represent it 

sculpturally. Only a model who is gymnastically educated shows 

real perfection and harmony; only such a model and such an 

artist offer the qualities desired - this is the conception that 

the Renaissance has manifested in its wonderful works of art. 

Gymnastics It is an undeniable fact, I think, that the gymnastic interest 
?uere i1

1
ufort- of the Renaissance was of great consequence to its artistic pro

ant a so to 
the twt of the cluctions. Behind the bronze-statues ofDonatello, as well as be-

Rrnaissanct. hind the dazzling pictures made by the Italian painters of the 16th 

century, you may discern models who have come from the pal

estra into the studio. The sculptures and the paintings of 

Michael Angelo, with their exaggerated perfection in the repres

entation of the human body and its different positions, suggest 

a gymnastic development of the models which borders on the 

Raphael and incredible. One painting by Raphael recalls to the mind some 
the palest,·a. scenes from a palestra: e. g. the movement performed by some 

figure (to the left) in "the fire at Borgo" in the Vatican; the 

individual is represented when climbing the wall. 

From an esthetic point of view I have now made a few 

observations on the importance of gymnastics during the 

Renaissance and antiquity; and here we have to leave the art 

of the Renaissance, perfect in form and noticeable also on ac

count of its appreciation of bodily truth, though it is inferior 

to the Grecian art as to harmony and eurythmy. 

By the above remar.ks the esthetic bearing as well as the 

ethical importance of Ling's gymnastic thoughts may have been 

brought into relief. It should be repeated that only three times 

in the history of art is a connection between gymnastics and 

art to be found, viz. in the Greece of olden days, in the Italy 

of the Renaissance and in the Sweden of the early 19th cent

ury, that is to say in the time in which Ling lived and worked. 
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We now leave Ling's gymnastic ideas. I think I have 

established that Ling's gymnastics imply qualities which are not 

generally known, though these are of such an importance to 

social education that they deserve to be especially pointed out. 

Ling as a poet. 

In some degree, Ling's gymnastic and poetic activity im

plies a revival of the old Grecian ideal of education. What 

the epics of Homer and the palestrian exercises had been to 

Grecian youth, Ling's own epics on the old Scandinavian heroes 

and deities were intended to be to Swedish youth. Ling never 

imagined his epic poems deserved to be compared with those 

of Homer. Once upon a time, he designed that his "Asar" -

a long epic describing the old Scandinavia- should be reading 

for youth; that this was a hasty thought he himself clearly 

understood. 

It was Ling's gymnastics, not his poetry, that bore his name 

to posterity. During his lifetime his poetry in no lesser degree 

than his gymnastics may have contributed to his renown. Al

so as a poet he gave many fresh suggestions to his contempor

anes. On account of the archaic character of Ling's poems, 

people are accustomed to place him somewhat too positively 

in the remote antiquity and, now and then, it is forgotten that 

he occupied a conspicuous place also among the poets of the 

early 19th century. In Ling's poetry, a good deal recalls the 

preceding century, the 18th; a good deal belongs to modern 

poetry of the time in which he lived. 

The Old Northern times, from which he took the themes 

of most of his poetical works, were the vogue in the beginning 

of the 19th century. At that time the young- poets sang the 

praise of the old Scandinavian heroes, and used the old sagas 

for poetical subjects. Tegner did so in his )Frithiofs saga•, which 

is translated into most European languages. Out from the old 

themes, a new time rather than an old one was conjured up. 

78-09388. Tidsk1·ijt i Gymnastik. 
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National movements appear in different forms in different times. 

In the early 19th century, people considered that a new and 

ideal Scandinavia could be created by means of the noble 

examples afforded by the glorious olden times. Out from those, 

rather than from the future, a new era was to arise. 

Lin~ injlu- In several respects Ling, as a poet, was influenced by the 
enced by the romanticists of his time, that is to say by the most modern 
romanticiSI!l 
of his time. poets of the early 19th century. In Denmark and in Sweden 

Ling' s 

w anner of 
COIItj>OSiftg. 

as well as in the England of Scott, Byron and Southey, a neo

romantic school brought about a reaction from false classicalism. 

It was not in vain that Ling during his stay at Copenhagen, 

that is to say during the period in which we found him breaking 

through mentally, became familiar with the thoughts of the con

tinental romanticism. Those are to be found in his own sphere 

of ideas. By means of a neo-romantic philosophy, prevailing 

in the Germany of the early 19th century, he intended to estab

lish a philosophical basis for ))Principles of Gymnastics>> , an 

essay of his which was never finished and is hard to understand. 

His poetry too, was every now and then typically neo

romantic, and his characteristics as a poet do not deny the neo

romantic ideal: an exuberant fancy and a power of imagination 

which is almost suggestive of the power of the elements. In 

his manner of composing, poetical spontaneity appeared in all 

its force . He generally dictated his verses while he was walking 

quickly to and fro in the room and was gesticulating impetuously. 

The verses poured from his lips with such rapidity, that it was 

scarcely possible for the assistant to write them down as fast as 

the poet wished. It was a great offence to interrupt him, an 

assistant of his says. ~Write as you hear>>, the poet would say; 

»if it is wrong, I will correct it afterwards.~ 

When occupied with any new subject in poetry or in gym

nastics, the same assistant says, Ling scarcely ever slept; he al

ways had a pencil and paper at his bedside, and he had accus

tomed himself to write in the dark, with the aid of the thumb 

of his left hand as a guide. During his periods of invention 
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and production he took very little food, and was positively ren

dered ill if prevented from satisfying the needs of his spiritu· 

al nature. 

The historians of literature generally attribute to Ling an Ling and tlte 

overvaluation of the old Northern mythology and sagas. Be No?·tltern 
mythology 

that as it may, it cannot be denied that there are passages in 

his works proving the contrary. I quote the following one 

which, by chance, was translated .into English several decades 

ago, by a personal disciple of Ling's. »It never was my 

opinion that the Northern myths could exclude the Greek 

mythology. They are as little capable of that as the latter 

have been able to expel the Old Scandinavian myths from 

their native abode.> 

»I have only asserted that the Northern myths are origin

ally incorporated with our own poetical language; that we 

cannot .reject them in relation to such subjects as exclusively 

belong to the North; that it is necessary to know these myths 

in order to get a thorough kuow ledge of our history; - and 

that history ought to be known properly in order to impart a 

just love of one's country. That those myths are as intelligible 

and significant as those of other countries I hope to be able 

to show. I know the visionary attaches too great and the 

sceptic too little importance to them - -.» 

In Swedish literature, two currents are to be distinguished 

from one another: an epical one and a lyrical one; they are both 

obvious to an observer. The former found expr_ession in large 

epics and in dramas, the latter in songs and ballads. The for

mer often resulted from the influence of foreign culture. The 

latter, the lyrical, is implanted in the heart of the whole nation. 

The national lays, with their musical rhythm, were never wanting 

in Swedish literature and with good justice they are regarded 

as peculiar and national manifestations of the national spirit 

and its sense of poetry and music. 

and sagas. 

One of Ling's first poems was a fine little song, which be- Ling's ly,.ics. 

came very popular and was even inserted in collections of pop-
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ular songs. During the following periods of his life, Ling re

mained partly a lyrz"c poet, and some of his lyric poems deserve 

to be ranked among the best lyrics among earlier Swedish 

poetry. It was not a mere chance that he was successful in 

lyrics, whereas he fell short in epic and dramatic poems, how

ever long they were as to the number of pages. He thus re

vealed how closely he was in contact with the national spirit. 

Few, if any, of the leading men in Swedish culture show to 

such a degree as Ling national characteristics. Besides his lyric 

softness, he displays an excess of force, by its vehemence sug

gestive of the violently rushing rivers in Sweden. 

His poetry, too, reflected the spirit of the vikings. The 

persons in his epics are seldom human beings, they are giants 

and heroes; and those p~rsonages do not speak in a human 

voice, but in a voice of thunder. As a poet Ling often forgot 

the artistic self-command and used the vehemence of a giant. 

He himself compared his large epics to rocks undressed and 

rough, in which precious stones were to be seen. This com

parison was a well-founded one. As a poet he cared little for 

a detailed critical examination of his works before publishing 

them. 

"Asame", The largest of Ling's large poetical works is "Asarne ", an 
L•"ng 's lm-gtst . . . I . 1 h d d . d Th . ep1c, compns1ng more t 1an e1g 1t un re pnnte pages. e 

tjtc. 
events and the descriptions group themselves around an old 

legend, according to which a chief, called Oden, removed from 

Asia to the North, together with his "asar", that is to say his 

companions, who were men from Asia. The immigration was 

said to have taken place in the Old Northern time, during the 

reign of a certain king called Gylfe, and the legend of him 

and the "asar" was not forgotten in Sweden in the early 19th 

century. 

The subject of Ling's epic is an extensive one. With the 

courage of a viking, the poet brought home an abundance 

of Old Northern poems and legends. Little of what the Old 

Northern documents known in Ling's time, could tell, may be 

\' 
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wanting in his epic, in which an attentive reader will find inci

dents from Snorre, from Saxo, from the old sagas, and also from 

other old documents. 

In several respects, Ling's "Asarne" is influenced by the "Asarne·• 

style of the French classicalism of the 18th century. Neverthe- d~tfers from 
the epics of 

less, they differ widely from the epics of that century. The the I 8111 

manner in which Ling describes his "asar" takes them out of centu,y. 

the gilded frame, with its ornaments, which surrounds the epic 

heroes of the 18th century- out to the artless Swedish nature 

wild and soft at the same time. Ling's "asar" are not familiar 

with the ceremonious style of the r8th century. When arriving, 

they look like "the rushing rivers of the mountains glittering 

in the shine of the vernal sun" . One of the deities, e. g., is 

said to be fair as "a fruit which is growing red in autumn" and 

fresh as "a young elm when blooming". Ling's "asar" are 

Swedish, not only on account of their language, but also on ac-

count of the figurative language which is used by their author. 

In the battlefield they advance against the enemy just as 

"men engaged in burning woodlands". When their enemies fall, 

they fall just as "the frozen reed which the storm is breaking 

down". It is difficult to say what are the characteristics of a 

poet. As far as imagery is concerned, it cannot be denied that 

Ling was a great poet. His comparisons display a rare com-

bination of clearness and originality. I quote two of them only. 

When time passes slowly in the world of the "asar" and the 

warriors, its slowness is illustrated by an "arrow shot off from 

a half-broken bow". Among Ling's epic heroes, the prevaling 

opinion was that if a man dreads a danger, this danger in-

creases just as "the number of the vikings boarding the ship 

of a trader". 

A special faculty of observation is said to characterize 

some great poets. As an observer Ling was admirable, which 

is proved by his poetry as well as by his gymnastic in

geniousness. With a few lines he is able to represent a scene, 

just as some modern sketchers. "The vernal gale is whistling 
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·and the light of the new spring moon is spreading over the 

ice-packs" - those few words give all the characteristics of 

the strange season which is early spring in Sweden. 

Ling in· It should be added that Ling's poetical style, just as that of 

fluenccd by some other Swedish poets of the early 19th century, is influenced 
Ossian. 

by Ossian, and the Celtic popular poetry which Macpherson's 

edition of Ossian represented. The voice of the Thunderer, for 

instance, is by Ling compared to "the roar of a foaming and 

frothing river", which is suggestivt: of the style in Ossian: 

"Loud is the voice of Cairbar, high-sounding as the waters of 

Ling's ima- the river of Cromla." I have already pointed out that Ling's 
uery t·ecalls · 1 · · ff bl h f J R · "h ,,. ,...

7 
poetlca sp1nt o ers some resem ance to t at o t 1e omantlc 

t zat oJ YY al· 
te•· Scott. School; and it is a fact that his imagery recalls that of Wal-

ter Scott. There are several parallels to be drawn between the 

figurative language in "Asarne" and in "The lady of the lake". 

There is not only much substance in Ling's epic, there is 

also much poetry in it, especially much lyrical poetry. Mighty 

dithyrambics are rushing in the epic ocean which Ling's poem 

was intended to be. I quote the following passage, e. g.* 

Dragon-ship, amain! 
Spite of wave and wind, 
Cleave the air with thy wings, · 
Like an eagle that springs 
From confinement, and wins the large ether agam. 
On, on, like a fugitive hind, 
And wild as a close-hunted bear, 
With thy savage prow tear 
Through the hurtling spray. 

Hurrah! like a cloud in its flight 
O'er the eye of a star; -
Fleet, fleet like the shadows, when light 
Breaks dim and afar. 
Now all changes and shifts, and nothing is steady 
But a · swift-circling roll, and a smooth gliding eddy; 

* With a few corrections I cite the translation of it which is to be found 
in the biographical sketch of Ling mentioned p. 27. 
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The forest spins round, and the mountain dips under, 
And the distance itself, 
Like a frolicksome elf, 
Fantastical skips aside and asunder. 

Now nothing is left but a vast void round, 
That shuts and absorbs in its changeless bound 
The sky and the sea; 
In a weird embrace, each mingling and blending, 
Like a grave divine, from its womb forth sending 
Each hour death and birth, 
In infinite forms of varying light, 
As swift and as bright 
As the sun-dust wherewith the fays strew the earth. 

Speed! \vinged sea- horse, at a more rapid speed; 
Thy spray-drowned prow o'er the white billows drive, 
Like an otter that's bunted; - struggle onward and strive, 
Like the wing of the gloom 
That envelopes the light. 

The above-mentioned, legendary king, Gylfe, furnished mat

ter to Ling for another large epic poem. In. r8ro Ling had 

published a poem of four pages only, whish "was enthusiastic

ally received by all the young generation", according to a state· 

ment of the time. In the course of time, the imagination of 

the poet enlarged the poem in question so that it comprised 

a whole series of cantoes, when published some years afterwards. 

The poet of "Gylfe"- the poem was called so- had no small 

intentions. He wished to celebrate in song all his native coun

try, all Sweden. "I have tried to describe the historical curio

sities, the myths, the sceneries, in brief all that distinguishes 

my country." 

Ling himself understood best of all that he had demanded 

too much of imaginative and creative power for his epics. He 

realized himself that it was too much for human power to be 

successful in those poetic feats. He himself knew, too, that there 

were imperfections in his poetical works. He also planned a 

revision of these. I found, a short time ago, a copy of one of his 
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poetical writings, in which Ling in his own hand, has proposed 

a lot of alterations. Only in part was he to execute his revi

sionary plan. 

He conjured up the Old Northern time also in his third 

epic, Tt'rji1tg, which was his last poem. There was an Old 

Northern legend of a magic sword called Tirfi.ng, which brought 

victory, but also misery, to its possessor; and that legend Ling 

used in his epic. There is some resemblance between Ling's 

poem and "Frithiof's saga", the renowned poem by Tegner. 

Just as the hero of the latter is an idealized viking, somewhat 

modernized Northmen are the principal personages in "Tirfing". 

In both poems the heroine is a maid of the true Scandinavian 

type. In both poems dragonships are ploughing the sea. 

As early as during his stay at Copenhagen Ling drew up 

a plan for his future poetic activity, the scope of which was 

very vast. He intended to present all Swedish history in epic 

and dramatic works. The Old Northern times were celebrated 

in epics, the times that followed in dramas. These form a whole 

series, which may be compared to a long relief depicting 

historical scenes and beginning where the epics were at an 

end and stopping where modern times begin. The making of 

such a plan ought to be characterized as the work of a gi

gantic imagination. And it cannot be denied that Ling's poetic 

and gymnastic activity, as a whole, was a manifestation of the 

bold and daring and strenuous spirit which is inherent in the 

Swedish people. 

.. 

Nowadays, few educators refer to the customs of their fore

fathers, and the poets do not generally adore the deities of 

olden times. It is noticeable, however, that opinions like those 

which Ling pronounced in the beginning of the 19th century, 

are again enunciated a century later. The importance of a 

physical education, for the whole of a people, has become a 

social question anew. 
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If it is an injustice to regard Ling as a gymnasiarch only, Ling as an 

it is a no lesser one to regard him chiefly as a poet and a ideologist. 

dreamer. Above all, he was a soldier of ideas. "The conflict 

of ideas is the most glorious conflict in the world", he uttered 

on a certain occasion, and he continued: "Struggle for what 

you feel and think. Do not permit any one to check the cour-

age of your soul; on that depends your moral existence." It 

cannot be denied that Ling as an ideologist recalls in some 

degree such English thinkers as Thomas Carlyle and John 

Ruskin. He was a hero-worshipper like the former, and a na-

tional educator like the latter, though the work he did differed 

widely from Carlyle's as well as from Ruskin's. 

I have now given some outlines of Ling, his work and his 

importance. He was a man of times bygone, well-nigh of Old 

Northern times, but he is also a man of the present age. Sel

dom a man devotes himself wholly to an ideal aim. Ling did 

so. What he planned in his audacious mind, he carried out 

with the utmost self-sacrifice. With all the fervour of his ardent 

soul, he devoted himself tomankind. This is perhaps the reason 

why his thoughts are spreading over the world. It was Ling's 

gymnastics that bore his name to posterity. It is a mistake, 

however, to think he considered gymnastics as something self

sufficing. According to him they were a vehicle for promoting 

individual and national energy, for furthering great achieve

ments. 

Liflg a tnan 

of the pres· 
ent age. 

• 



Fernand Lagrange. t 
Minnesteckning vid Svenskn gymnastikHiraresallskapets sr.mmnnkomst den 23 

oktober 1909. 

Af Anders Wide. 

Den franske Hikaren Fernand Lagrange besokte Stockholm 

hosten 1900 tillsammans med den framstaende fysiologen Demeny 

for att har studera den svenska gymnastiken pa uppdrag af 

och med understod af franska regeringen. 

Lagrange skref forst en utfOrlig och uppmarksammad arti

kel om svensk gymnastik och andra svenska forhallanden i 

»Revue des Deux-Mondes> I89I. Hans fornamsta arbeten aro 

for ofrigt: »Physiologie des exercises du corps,, courontH~ par 

1' Academie des scienses et 1' Academie de medecine, I 888; -

»Hygiene de l'exercice chez les enfants» 1890; - »L'exercice chez 

Jes adultes• I89I j - »La medication par l'exercice» 1894; 

»Les mouvements mcthodiques et Ia mecanotherapie) I899i -

«Traitement des affections du cceur par l'exercice et le mouve

menb 1903. 

Ur en minnesteckning i La presse medicale n:r I I for I909 

anfor jag foljande: 

»Fernand Lagrange hade i Frankrike gjort sig till den 

svenska gymnastikens och mekanoterapiens malsman och for

svarare. Han hade for Ofrigt gjort atskilliga sjalfstandiga studier 

ofver rorelsebehandlingen af vuxna, barn och aldringar. Doden 

ofverraskade honom, under det han skref en bok ofver >> Hvilan•. 

Han praktiserade under somrarna i Vichy, hvarest han skapade 

badortens mediko-mekaniska gymnastik samt utgaf tidskriften 

»Revue des Maladies de Ia nutrition» tillsammans med F. Glenard. 

Lagrange innehade vid denna badort en framskjuten stallning. 
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Han forestod dessutom i Paris ett Zander-institut. Hans studie

resa till Sverige, hans utgifna skrifter och ovanliga kunskaper 

uti amnen, foga studerade i Frankrike, hade nyligen gjort honom 

kand och eftersokt. Han gick plotsligt bort, da hans arbete 

borjade bli bekant, och ett vaxande rykte skulle hafva belonat 

hans langa anstrangningar. 

Den enastaende alskvardheten i hans karaktar, sakerheten i 

hans anforanden, behaget i hans umgange och satt att skrifva 

hade forskaffat honom manga vanner och lasare. Detta for

mildrade for honom den relativa tillbakadragenhet, hvaruti han 

lefvat, lika mycket beroende pa naturlig blygsamhet som pa 

det ringa intresse, som man anda hittills i Frankrike fastat vid 

de mediko-mekaniska studierna. 

Detta betydande arbete har tillforsakrat Lagrange en af de 

framsta platserna bland Frankrikes physiotherapeuter. Vi skola 

alltid sta i skuld hos honom for hans bidrag till therapiens och 

prophylaxens utveckling genom gymnastik, och i synnerhet for 

det han !art oss kanna de verkligen storartade framsteg, som 

den svenska gymnastiken representerar. Lagrange skall saker

ligen i framtiden blifva framstalld som en af de fornamsta fore

gangsmannen inom franska skolan for gymnastik, da denna, 

som man redan ser uppspira, skall hafva vunnit utveckling och 

ersatt den svenska skolan enligt svenskarnas egna forutsagelser.» 

Lagrange var sedan 1891 ledamot af svenska lakaresall

skapet. 

Han afled i februari 1909 i en alder af 63 ar. Frid ofver 
hans minne! 



Johann Georg Mezger. t 
Minnesord vid Svenska Gymnaslikliiraresallskapets sammankomsl den 23 oktober 

1909. 

Af Anders Wide. 

Mezger var som bekant den moderna massagens skapare, 

och hans betydelsefulla inUigg for utvecklingen daraf aro i detta 

sallskap alltfor val kanda for att har behi:ifva omnamnas. Dar

fo r endast nagra ord om hans personlighet och forhiillande till 

oss svenskar. 

Mezger var fodd i Amsterdam den 22 augusti 1838. Efter 

slutade skolstudier agnade han sig med framgang at gymnastik, 

men kande snart behof af att utvidga sina kunskaper och beslot 

darfor utbilda sig till lakare. 

Af familjen van Loon i Amsterdam erholl han understod 

for att idka medicinska studier i Tyskland. Ar 1863 atervande 

han till Holland och blef medicine doktor i Leyden, efter att 

ha disputerat ofver: »De Behandeling der V oetverstruikingen 

met Fricties•. Han tjanstgjorde darefter nagon tid sasom assi

stentlakare vid klinikerna i Amsterdam, borjade ar 1864 sin 

egentliga verksamhet som massor och vann snart stort erkan

nande for lyckade och snabba kurer, utforda bland annat pa 

medlemmar af Svenska konungahuset. 

Mezger mottog endast lakare som elever och raknade bland 

sina basta larjungar flera framstacnde svenskar. Redan ar 1872 

voro ]. Hafstrom och C. Curman hans larjungar, ar 1873 Gustaf 

Berghman och Uno Helleday; de 2 sistnamnda lamnade den 

fi:irsta fullstandiga och vetenskapliga redogorelsen for den nya 

behandlingsmetoden, och vi finna i deras uppsats afven de mest 
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erldinnsamma ord om Mezger sjalf och hans verksamhet. * .Afven 

doktorerna E. Fogman, E. Jacobson och L. Sellberg studerade hos 

Mezger i slutet af 187o·talet. 

Pa 188o-talet borjade Mezger praktisera i Wiesbaden. Jag 

besokte honom dar i maj 1889 och blef val mottagen. Dii han 

af mitt kort sag, att jag var foresdl.ndare for Gymnastiskt-orto

pediska institutet och jag pii hans forfdigan omtalat, att jag som 

elev genomgatt Gymnastiska Centralinstitutet och afven varit 

larare dar I iir samt dessutom raknade d:r Helleday som min 

larare i massage, var Mezger alltfor artig att saga, att jag hos 

honom ej hade niigot vidare att lara. Han ville for ofrigt vid 

denna tid ej mottaga nagra elever, men afriidde mig afven att 

besoka professor Mosengeil i Bonn, till hvilken han annars till

dtdde lakare att inhamta undervisning i massage. 

Mezger uttalade flera ganger sin beundran ofver de svenska 

lakarnes grundliga studier och framstaende egenskaper i Ofrigt. 

Han satte afven synnerligen stort varde pa, att han redan ar 

1872 blifvit kallad till ledamot af Svenska lakaresallskapet. 

Mindre val tycktes han komma ofverens med sina tyska 

kolleger. Detta forhallande fororsakade, att han snart ofver

flyttade sin verksamhet till Paris, dar han ock afled i mars 1909. 

Som ett, cnda bevis for hans kolossala arbetsformaga vill 

jag omtala, att han pa en dag under mitt besok i \iViesbaden 

masseradc 33 patienter mellan kl. 9-12 och sedan 29 mellan 

l-4· 

Mezgers namn kommer for all framtid att vara inristadt i 

medicinens historia for att han gifvit manskligheten en vid manga 

olikartade sjukdomar kraftigt och hastigt verkande behandlings

metod. Frid Ofver hans minne! 

• Nrwdiskt medicimkt rwkiv: Band V, 1873 , n:r 7· Anteckningar om 
tnassage. 
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Bokanmalningar. 
Af Anders Wide. 

Ling, the founder of Swedish gymnastics, his life, his work and 
his importance by Carl August Westerblarl. London. Sampson 
Low, Marston & C:o. Limited. Price 1/6 net. 1909. 

Var fiitige Lingbiograf ar ater fardig med ett nytt arbete, denna 
gang pa engelska spdl.ket. Uppsatsen, 62 sid., med portratt af Ling, 
har afven influtit i Ticlskrift i Gymnastik I 909. 

Framstallningen ar byggd clels pa fOrf:s foregaende utmarkta ar
bete om Ling, dels pa nya undersokningar. 

Alia veta vi, att d:r Westerblad fOrut med grundlighet behand
Jat sin stora uppgift, sa ar ock fallet nu. Det ar en stor lycka fOr 
var svenska gymnastik, att en vetenskapligt utbildad forskare agnat 
sa betydande tid och arbete at en fullstandig utredning af P. H. 
Lings !if och lara. 

Anteckningar i fysiologi for gymnaster. Af doktor J. 
Arvedson. Stockholm 1909. A.-B. Nordiska Bokhandeln (i distri
bution). 

D:r Arvedson har redan fOrut vasentligt bidragit till afhjalpandet 
af bristen pa larobocker, afsedda for gymnasternas behof. Hans ny
aste arbete kommer framdeles att refereras af nagon bland fysiolo
giens m1Hsman. 

Om den svenska sjukgymnastiken. Af Jakob Bolin. Af 
Foreningen G. C. I. prisbelOnt skrift. Stockholm. Wahlstrom & 
Wistrand. 1909. 4:1 sid. Pris 7 5 ore. 

Sa lyder titeln pa den uppsats, som afgatt med seger ur fore
ningen G. 0:. I.:s pristaflan* efter forslag af den utsedda prisnamnden. 

* Se sid. 714. Tidskr. i gymn. 1908. ,, 
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Ref. kanner ej forf:s medicinskt-gymnastiska utbildning, men 
han lar i Newyork vara ansedd sasom en mycket intresserad och du
gande gymnast, som sjalf utbildar gymnaster. 

Huruvida han forut upptradt som forf., kiinner jag ej heller. 
Hans nu utgifna arbete innehil.ller emellertid intet for den medicinska 
gymnastiken nytt, men visar pa snart sagdt hvarje sida, att forf. at
minstone i ofvannamnda vetenskap ej trangt synnerligen djupt in. 

Bland de for prisets ernaende uppstallda villkoren har punkt 3 
naturligen erbjudit sa stora svarigheter, att fbrf. ej kunnat lbsa dem. 
Hans upprepade resonemanger om blodstockning och oklara fram
sti:illning om nervsjukclomarna aro tillrackligt betecknande for hans 
standpunkt. Minst af alit bi.ir i en popular skrift, sasom forf. gjort, 
gymnastik forordas vid akuta sjukdomar, under hvilken grupp alla 
infektionssjukdomar inbegripas. 

Man kunde haft ratt vanta en redig uppstallning af stbrre sjuk
clomsgrupper och en fysilogisk forklaring bfver de for clessa vanligast 
anvi:inda rorelseformerna, sa har enclast skett i fraga om hjartsjuk
clomarna. 

Af flera skal ingar jag ej pa detaljgranskning. Ma en hvar 
meclicinskt-gymnastiskt bildacl sjalf liisa den Iilla skriften och sjalf 
cloma. Sa mycket ma dock vara sagclt som totalomdome, att skriften 
innehaller bra litet af sjukgymnastik, men desto mer allmiinna rescue
manger, som ej hora till amnet. 

Bland villkoren for prisbeloning var framhallet, att skriften skulle 
vara popular, hvarmecl val i framsta rummet afsetts, att den skall 
vara lattHist utan att clock afvika frll.n nuticla gymnastisk uppfattning. 

Om clessa rad~r komma under fbrf:s ogon, skall han pa intet 
vis taga mina uttalanden som nagot mot honom personligen riktadt 
klander. Jag rent af fril.nser fbrf. i cleona anmalan; han har natur
ligen bade for mig och anclra ratt att skrifva hvad och hur han viii. 

Men hr J. Bolins uppsats fll.r inom den svenska medicinska gym
nastikens hafder en mycket uppmarksammad plats och betydelse, ge
nom att de af foreningen G. C. I. utsedcla sakkunniga ansett upp
satsen Yard att prisbelbnas framfbr 4 andra medtaflande, vidare ge
nom att foreningen G. c. I. sjalf ansett uppsatsen icke blott vard 
att tryckas utan dartill gifvit den en mycket prydlig utstyrsel och 
mecl ::mgifvancle af, att den ar prisbelbnt. 

Den fragan ligger cla mycket ntira till hands: huruclana aro de 
anclra Uiflingsskrifterna, cla hr J. Bolins tir den basta? Och pa denna 
fraga fbljer sjalffaliet en annan: huruclan ar den svenska medicinska 
gymnastikens nuvarande vetenskapliga stanclpunkt? 

Det har varit noclvandigt, att har i Svenska gymnastiklararesall
skapet i denna fraga uttala har framstallda ll.sikter, om hvilka jag 
inte ar ensam, for att fll. pavisa, att afven en annan uppfattning ar 
rll.c!ande bland svenska gymnaster, ty annars skulle den svenska me
dicinska gymnastikens nutida vetenskapliga standpunkt kunna komma 
att alltfbr lll.gt vardesattas. 
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Den Lingske Gymnastik i Danmark 1884-1909. En 
historisk Redeg0relse ved Kristen A. Lange. Jnbilreumsskrift ud
givet af Gymnastisk Selskab. I6S sid. K0benhavn 1909. H. Ha
gerups Boghdl. 

Gymnastik, lek och idrott i folkskolan och deras ratta 
ovande. Med figurer. Av Carl Norlander Helsingborg. Birger 
Red ens bokhandel. Pris 5o ()re. 

Kurs N:o 10 for kvinnliga gymnaster for utbildning till 
bitraclande sjukskoterskor under krigstid anordnas af ~Drottning 
Sophias fOrening fOr hiirens och fiottans sjukvarch fran midten af 
januari 19 I 0 a Gymnastiska Centralinstitutet i likhet med foregaencie 
ih. Kursen, som omfattar 20 lektioner, ar kostnadsfri. 

Gymnastiklararemote 1910. Fran Danmark har meddelande 
ingatt, att man ciar iimnar anordna ett allmiint gymnastiklararemote 
under ar I 9 IO, omfattande Samtiiga 110rcliska Jiinder, men tid en fOr 
motet har iinnu ej kunnat bestammas. 

En stipendiefond for gymnaster. Med anledning af JOjt
nant C. Holmbergs nyligen timade franfalle har vid Smalands artilleri
regementes iclrottsfOrening fOr hugfastande af den bortgangnes minne 
stiftats en stipendiefoncl, som skall bara namnet Carl Holmbergs 
stipencliefond, ur hvilken pris . kall utclelas till den fOrnamste gymnasten 
inom foreningen. 
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Svenska gymn~sti kHiraresallskapets 

forhandlingar 1909 . 

Utdrag ttr protokoll den 23 oktober I909. 

§ I. 

Till ledamot i Sallskapet fOreslogs af Professor A. Wide och 
D:r S. Wallgren GymnastikdirektOren, Underlojtnanten i Inf. 9:s 
reserv A. G. C:son Hultt!lt (Gymnastiklarare i Hudiksvall) och 

af Major W. Aman och Kapten E. Nerman Kapten B. E. Litto
rin vid Inf. 8. 

§ 2. 

Professor A. Wide holl korta minnesteckningar Ofver D:r F. 
Lagrange och D:r J. G. Mezger. 

§ 3· 
Professor A. \Vide anmalde nyutkommen gymnastisk litteratur. 

§ 4· 
Kapten G. Swedlund inledde diskussion om fragan: »Fore

star en omlaggning af den gymnastiska Hi.rarebildningen ?» I dis
kussionen del togo Professor L. M. Torngren, Fraken L. Wikstrom, 
major N. Selcn, Kapten G. Swedlund, D:r J. Arvedson och Major 
W. Aman. 

F.n af Kapten Swedlund foreslagen resolution, afsedd att in
lamnas till Kung!. Maj:t, godkandes ickc af Siillskapet, som beslot 
att upptaga fragan om dylik resolution rorancle ntredning af till 
gymnastikHirareutbilclningen horande fragor vid ett fO!jande sam
mantracle. 

Utdrag ur protokoll den IJ tJovcmbcr I909. 

§ 2. 

Till heclersledamoter i Siillskapet foreslogos af Hrr Astley Levin, 
Einar Nerman, Sven Wallgren, Anders Witle och \Vilh. Aman, samt 
Froknarna Ester Svalling och Louise Wikstrom: 

Professor L. M. Torngren och Ofverste V. G. Balck. 
Professor Torngren forklarade sig icke vi lja mottaga kallelse till 

hedersledamot utan onskade kvarsta sasom arbetande medlem. 

§ 3· 
Till ledamoter i Sallskapet invaldes Kapten B. E. Littorin och 

GymnastikclirektOren A. G. C:son Hulten. 

79-09388 Tidskrift i Gymnastik. 
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§ 4· 
Till ledamoter i Sallskapet foreslogos af Doktorerna Astley Levin 

och Hedvig Malmstrom: 
Karin Alstrom, Emy Bruun, Siri Borjesson, Ebba Eklundh, 

Ragnhild Geijer, Gunhild Francke, Stina Harder, Ruth Kinberg, 
Gerda Lagerwall, Elsa Lcijonmarck, Lilian Lindhe, Helga Molin, 
Margreta Montgomery, Cecilia Myrsten, Amy Mollerstedt, Lilly Nord
qvist, Clara Nordstrom, Kerstin Nordsjo, Elsa Pyk, Astrid Rundqvist, 
Elsa Sandholm, Ingrid Stenberg, Astri Strom, Marika Tholander; 

af Doktor Astley Levin och Kapten Einar Nerman: 
Lojtnanterna H. Lindeberg I. 6, A. Rylander I. 8, C. I. Ros

berg I. 12, A. w. SchrOder I. I3, H. E. Rohde I. rs, Y. Bjork I. q, 
C. B. Lundin I. 23, Berg von Linde A. 3, 0. T. Schjoler A. 4, L. 
Rosengren A. 7, N. J . G. W. Bjorkman T. 4, E. Kragh I. 25, K. 0. 
Olsson A. 2, Reservofficersvolontar Karlsson I. 2 6 samt Studc
rande 0. Schroder; 

af Doktor Sven Wallgren och Professor Anders \Vide: 
Medicine Licentiat Carl N. Holmdahl i Malmo; 
af Doktor J. Arvedson och Professor Anders Wide: 
Edit Andersson, Signe Birring, Astrid Bjorkqvist, Hanna Eggertz, 

Rut Erikson, Fanny Fritsch, Anna Gardsten, Elsa Hogfeldt, Ida 
Isberg, Elsa Jakobson, Sigrid Jakobson, Vahlborg Johnson, Kerstin 
Kyhlberg, Greta Kall, Elsa Nilsson, Karin Nilsson, Greta Peterson, 
Elin Skoldebrand, Elsa Steffen, Ingeborg Tegner, Agda Oberg. 

§ 5· 
Filosofie Licentiat 0. A. Westerblad bOll foredrag »Om den 

aldre svenska gymnastiken». 
§ 6. 

Om den gymnastiska undervisningen bOlls fOredrag afProf. A. Wide. 
I den darpa foljande diskussionen deltogo: D:r A. Levin, D:r 

]. Arvedson, Professor Torngren, Gymn.-dir. Thorsson, Kapten Ner
man, D:r S. Wallgren, D:r Rystedt och inledaren. 

Utdrag ur protokoll dm I I december J909. 

§ I. 

Till justeringsman fOr dagens protokoll valdes frbknarna Tjtider 
och Hagstrom. 

§ 3· 
Till hedersledamot Siillskapet invaldes enhalligt Ofversten m. m. 

V. G. Balck. 
§ 4· 

Till ledamoter i Sallskapet invaldes vid foregaende sammantrade 
foreslagna (se prot. af d. '3/u 1909). 
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Svenska GymnastikHiraresallskapets ledamoter 
den 31 dec. 1909. 1 

Sekreterare och skattmastare: 

Major S. Drakenberg. Adr. Gymn. Centr. lnst. Stockholm . 

Bibliotekarie: 

Dr. Heclvig Malmstrom. Adr. Gymn. Centr. Inst. Stockholm. 

Hedersledamoter. 

Balck, V. G., Ofverste . . . . . Stranclvagen q. Stockholm. C. 
Dahl , WencUa, foclcl Ling . . . Stureg. 9· Uppsala. 
Leijonhufvucl, B. A., Friherre, 

Generallojtnant . . . Grefturegatan 7 6 B. Stockholm. b 
Petersen, 0., Ofverste . Svolclersgacle. Kristiania. orge. 
Silow, C., Major . Blockhnsudclen (vid Stockholm) . 
Zander, G., Med. D:r . Strandvagen 57· Stockholm. b. 

Standiga Iedamoter. • 

Acllercreutz, M., Froken 
Anclersson-Falk, Wenclla 

Bergqvist, Fr., Major 
Bergman, Aug., Major 
Bergman-Osterberg, M., Fru 

Bergstedt, Axel Fredrik . . 
Berling, Fr., Major . . . 

Kloster g. I 2. Lund. 
G. C. I. 3 Stockholm. C. 

. Kristinehamn. 

. Karlskrona. 

. The Physical Training College. 
Dartforcl Heath. Kent. England. 

. Mariestacl. 

. Malmo. 

' Red. anlt!iller vordsamt. att hvarje medlem af siillskapet iir behjiilplig med 
att till sek•·eteraren liimna komplettcrande uppgifter af alta slag (iifven om 
ofullstiindiga eller felaktiga adresser) i dennct forteckning, s!i att den blir s!i 
fullstiindig och korrekt som mojligt. 

' >Stlindig ledamot blir den, som p3. en gllng erlligger minst femtio (50) 
kronor, eller som erlagt llrsafgift i tjugu (20) £r. (Stadgar for Svenska gym na
stiklliraresiill~kapet § 6). 

3 G. C. I. = Gymn. Cent ralinstitutet. 
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. Vexii:i. Bratt, Olof, bfv.-li:ijtn .. 
Broman, Allan . . . . 
Broman, Ida, f. Bergman } 

2 o Gloucester Place. 
Square. London W. 

Portman 
England. 

Drakenberg, Sten, A., Major G. C. I. Stockholm. 

Boras. Ehrengranat, K. A., Kapt. 
·Englund, Herta, f. Hammar N. Smecljeg. 34· Stockholm. C. 

Falkenberg, C. A., Frih. bfv.-li:ijtn. Eksji:i. 
Fleetwood, G. W. M., Frih. Major Halmstacl. 
Forssling, lvar, Reservli:ijtn. . . . Tauenzienstr. 2. Berlin W. Tysk

land. 

Hammarstrand, A., Fri:iken . . . Linneg. zo . Stockholm. b. 
Hartelius, Jeanne . . . . . . . Grimstorp, Sandbem. 
von Heideman, G. W., Ofv.-Li:ijtn. Hassleholm. 
Hjulhammar, C. A.M., Konteramiral Karlskrona. 
Hjulhammar, C. S. E., Kapt. . . Djursholm. 
Hagstrom, Sally, Fri:iken ""' . . . Engelbrektsgatan 3 I £1". Stock

holm. b. 

Kell greu, Arvid, Mecl. D:r Edinb. 79 Harley str. London S. W. Eng
land . 

Kellgren, Henrik . . . 

Lagergren, 0. F., Kapt. 
Levin, A., Med. Lie . 
Lyckberg, Nils, Kapt. 
Lystri:im, G., Major 

Mohlin, E., Major 

Nerman, E. K. H ., Kapten 
Nilsson, Per, A. . . 
N ordlnnd, ]., Reg.-Hi.k. . . . 
Norlander, C., bfverste 
Oldevig, J., Geheimer Hofrath. 

Peterson, Primus, Major . . . 
Petersson, A. F., Faltintendent 
Peterson, Hilda . . . . . 

. Sanna. Rosenclala. 

. Si:idertelje. 

. Brunkebergsg. 3 A. Stockholm. C. • 

. Kalmar. 

. Liclki:iping. 

. Linki:iping 

. G. C . I. Stockholm. C. 

. Kungsg. 9· Stockholm. C. 

. Lund . 

. Johann Georgenallee 39· Dresden. 
Tysklancl . 

. Jonkoping. 
. Ski:ifde. 
. Gymn.-Ortopecl. inst. Stockholm. C. 

' Frll.n !l.r 1905 utsattes * fiir de kvinnliga gymnaster, som utbilclats till >bi· 
traclande skiiterskor for krigstid> och intradt i >Drottning Sophias fi:irening for 
understiidjande :~f Harens och Flollans sjnkv!l.rcl>. -
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v. Seth, E., Grefve, Major 
Sylow, C., Ofverste 

Torngren, L. M., Professor 

. Jonkoping. 
Kristiania. Norge. 

Klarabergsg. 48. Stockholm. C. 

Wallgren, 8. A., Med. Lie. . Gymn.-Ortoped. inst. Stockholm. C. 
Wallin, Mathilda, Mecl. Dr. . 78 Park Av. New-York. U.S. A. 
Waroclell, T., Kapt. . . Vanersborg. 
Wendt, J. P., Kapt. . . . Karlstad. 
Vettre, H., Ofv.-lojtn. . . Hamar. Norge. 
Wide, A. G., Professor, Mecl. D:r. Gymn.-Ortopeci. inst. Stockholm. C. 

Aman, W., Major . . . . . . . St. Paulsg. 6 C. Stockholm. So. 

Svenska ledamoter. 

Adler, Anna E., f. Tengman * 
Allrian, S., I .ojtn. . . 
Afzelius, Thora . . . 
Ahlberg, J. A., Fanj. 
Ahren, Anna . 

Albert, Agnes * 
Albert, Sigrid P:son, . 
Almberg, R., Mecl. Lie. 
Almen Ruth . . 
Almqvist, Aina * 
Almqvist, Ruth 
Alsing, Anna . . 

Alstrom, Karin * 

Andersson, Amalia 
Andersson, Edith 
Andersson, Elsa 

. Halmstad . 

. Raclmansg. 46. 
. Soderhamn. 
. Falkoping. 
. The Brinkburne. Valley Drive. 

Harrogate. England. 

} Breitstrasse 6 r a. Llibeck. Tyskl. 

. Drottningg. 7 7n. Stockholm. C. 
. Lansfangelset. Goteborg. 
. V. Hamngatan z6. Goteborg. 

Svennljunga. 
Keizersgracht 290. 

Holland. 
Amsterdam. 

Grebbestad. F. n. Hamng. 18 wv. 
Stockholm . 

. Gymn.-Ortoped. ins tit. Stockholm. C. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. Villan. Onnestad. F. n. Witten-

bergpla tz r . Berlin. 
Andersson, Signe, f. Cederblom . Engelbrektsg. 7· Stockholm. b. 
Areen, E. G., Lojtn. . . Flemmingg. 2 3 B1. Stockholm. 
von Arnold, Karin . . Hoglunda Edsvalla. 
Arpi, Hilclur . . Sibylleg. 3 B. Stockholm. 
Arpi, Ingrid . Odeng. 2. Uppsala. 
Arpi, Signhild . Sibylleg. 3 B. Stockholm. 
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Arvedson, Elisabeth . . . . . 

An•edson, J. E., Med. Lie .. 
Aschan, Hedda . . . . . 
Asplund, Greta, f. Carlsson 
Asker, Dora . . 
Aurell, G. 0. V. . . . . 

. Vasteras. F. n. Niirnbergstr. 30 Bl1• 

Pension Suckow. Dresden A. 
Tyskland. 

Stromsborg. Stockholm. C. 
. Eksjo . 
. Myntgatan 6. Stockholm. 
. Medizinsche Klinik. TUbingen. 
. Ostra realskolan. Goteborg. 

Breckslrom, Esther M., 
Breckstrom, Karin * 
Bager, Marianne* . 
von Bahr, Louise . 
Barclay, Martina* 

f. Norberg Sundbyberg. 
. Karlskrona. 

Beckman, Elin, Med. D:r . 
Belfrage, Marta 
Berg, H., ...... . 

. Engaholm. Alfvesta . 
. Biblioteksg. 27. Stockholm. b. 
. Ofverby. Tossene. F. n. Mrs Battle. 

32 Nottingham Place. London \V. 
Eqgland . 

. Westmannag. 3· Stockholm. C. 
. Karl johansg. 4· Goteborg. 
. 4 Rue Georges Ville. Paris. Frank

rike. 
Berg von Linde, K. A. W., Lojtn. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
Berger, Skulfried, * . 9 Pipersg. Sthlm. K. F. n. St. 

Bergman, C. S., Direkti:ir . 
Bergman, Lisa . . . 
Bergman, R . . .... . 
Bergman, Sven, Lojtn. 
Bergner-Andersson, Signe, Fru 
Bergqvist, Th., . . 
Bergstrand, Eva* . . . 
Bergstrom, Rosa* . . . 
Bernhard, E., f. Bruno . 
Beronius, Stina . . . 
de Besche, H., Lojtn. 
af Billberg, Elsa 

Biller, Nanna* . 
Billman, Inger 
Billqvist, Marry, M. E. * 
Birring, Signe * . 
Bjork, Y., Lojtn. . 
Bjorkqvist, Astrid . 
Bjorkman, N. J. G. W., Lojtn. 
Bjorling, P. Gustaf, Lojtn. . . 
Bock, Carin . 
Borg, William. Gymn.-Larare 
Borg, S. U. S., Gymn.-Dir. . . 

Ycieix. H:te Vienne. Frankrike. 
. Charlottenlund. Danmark. 
. Roslagsgatan 29. Stockholm. 

. Alingsas. 
. Kammakareg. 41 1. Stockholm. 
. Ludwigstr. 17 A. Mi.inchen. Bayern. 
. Vasteras. 
. Umea . 
. Brunkebergstorg 2 o1 v. Stockholm. 
. Hamngatan 15m. Stockholm. C. 
. Harnosand. 
. Bergsvagen 7· Vasteras. F. n. Rue 

du Midi 14. Lauzaune. Schweiz. 
. Linkoping . 
. Djursholm. 
. Sbdra vagen 4· Goteborg. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm . 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Jonkoping. 
. Amarillo. Texas. U. S. A. 
. Vastervik. 
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Bornemann, Augusta,* f. Laurentz Zeil 72. Frankfurt am Main. Tysk-
land. 

Bostrom, Jenny . . . . . . . . Folkungag. 8 E. Stockholm. So. 
Brandt, C. E., Und.-lojtn. i reserv. Mastersamuelsg. 6rii. Stockholm. 
Brantenberg, Ragnhild . . . . . Ama.l. Bli.ithenstr. 5· Miinchen. 
Brattstrom, Ruth, f. Dahl . . Nybrog. 64. Stockholm. 
von Braun, Astrid* . Heberg. Halland. 
Braun, Stella * . N. Fogelas. Hjo. 
Brink, Elin * . . . . Skara. F. n. 52 Rue Faubourg 

Broberg, Emmy, W. 
Brolin, Alfilcl * . . 

Bruun, Emy M .. 

Bure, Ellen* . . 

Bonnelycke, Inger * 
Borjeson, Siri M. 

Boving, Ulla . . 

Carlander, Pehr Olof, Lojt. 
Carlberg, Hilda . . 
Carh!n-Weuclels, W., Lojtn .. 

St. Honore. Paris. Frankrike . 
. Handtverkareg. 2. Stockholm. K. 

Handtverkareg. 34· Stockholm. K. 
F. n. Rue Theresienne & Bru
xelles . 

. Heberg. F. n. G:la Kungsholms
brog. r riii. Stockholm. 

. Landskrona. F. n. Wittenbergplatz 
r. Berlin. Tyskland . 

. Villa Lindas. Malmo. 

. Halsingfors. F. n. Malmskillnadsg. 
36n. Stockholm . 

. Kristinehamn F. n. Hyntlesham 
Arthur Rd. Wymbledan Park. 
London. 

. Upplandsg. 31. Stockholm. Va. 
Sibylleg. 63. Stockholm. 

. 8 Upper Gloucester Place. Dorset 
Sye. London. N. W. England. 

Carlqvist, Carl Axel Hjalmar, Kapt. Karlsborg. 
Carlqvist, Tyra . . . . . Vretstorp. Narke. 
Carlson, J. E. G., Lojtn . . Uddevalla. 
Carlson, Jenny . . . Boras. 
Carlsson, Olga M. * . N arvavagen 2 ziii. Stockholm. b. 
Carlson, Ragnild . Upplandsgatan 14. Stockholm. 

Carlstrom, Anna 

Carlstrom, Ch. 0. 

Cassel, Ester * . . 
Centervall, Senta . 
Claus, C. A., Mect. D:r 
Cnattingius, B. A:son, Lojtn. 

Dahlberg, Maria A. K. * 
Dahlback, Ellen, Fru 

Va. 
r6o Rue de Faubourg S:t Honore. 

Paris. Frankrike. 
I7 4 7 Oakdale ave. Chicago Ill. 

U.S. A. 
. Kaptensgat. I 5' Stockholm. 
. Storgatan 7 & 9· Stockhoim. 
. Helsingborg . 
. Sibylleg. 4o1v. Stockholm. 

Kalmar, Seminariet. 
Colonia Finlandasa. Misiones. Ar

gentina. 
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Dahlin, Elsa <., f. Wiklund '*' . 
Dalberg, Het11i, Froken 

Danckwardt, N. 
De Geer, Greta"" 
Drake, G., Kapt. 
Dufva, F. W. 

Edling, Anna "" . . . . . . . 
Eggertz , Hanna * . . . . . 
Ekestubbe, Himmes, Fri.iken * 
Eklund, Ebba S. G. * . . . 

Ekman, Anna M. , f. Sanden 
Ekman, Signhild 
Ekstedt, Carl Hjalmar, Li.ijtn. 
Eksteclt, G., Lojtn. 
Ekstrom, Lydia S. V. * 
Ekstrom , Sam 
Ekvall, Anna M. 
Eneroth, Irma 
Engblom , Vilma J. "" 
\'On Engestri.im, Brita 
Enquist, Ingrid "" 
Ericson. Alfrida, f. Pettersson * 
Eriksson, Ingeborg 
Eriksson, Ruth . . . . . 
Eyserman, Elsa, f. Flycht . 

Fagergren, J. A. B., Kapt. 
Falk, Elin ..... . 
Falk, Gustaf. Med. Lie. 

Falk, \V. Hj. , Lojtn. 
Falkengren, Ella G .. 

von Feilitzen, C. G., Kapt. 
Fick, E. F., Kapten . 
Forsell, J. . . . . . 
Fran cke, E. Gunhild "" 

Fresk, Elisabeth * . . 
Friberg, Ruth, f. Engelbrecht 
von Friedrichs, Annie"' . . 

. Myntgat. 3· Falun. 
. Ljusdal. F. n. Institut Calot. Berck-

Plage. Frankr . 
. Vaxjo. 
. bstermalmsg. 1 I Stockholm. 
. Grefmagnig. q B. Stockholm. b. 

Av. Durango 92. Colonia Roma. 
Mexico . 

. Marclnas. Lancia. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. Degernas. Degerfors. 
. Ulricehamn. F. n. Riclclareg. I 2. 

Stockholm . 
. Bjarka-Saby. Bjarka. 
. Carnegie. Goteborg . 
. Kammakareg. rSL. Stockholm Va. 
. Brandstation, Goteborg. 
. Regeringsg. 93 Alii. Stockholm. C. 
. Roslagsg. 3 rill. Stockholm. Va. 
. Vastmannag. 3 In. Stockholm. Va. 
. Vtlstmannag. son. Stockholm. Va. 
. Tegnerg. 2 51. Stockholm. Va. 
. Kalmar. 
. Regeringsg. 59· Stockholm. C . 
. Brahegatan 14. Stockholm. b. 
. Birgerjarlsgat. 2 5 rv. Stockholm. b. 

F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. Kastellg. 3· Goteborg. 

. Boden . 
. Narvavtlg. 3o1v. Stockholm. 0. 
. Rue Theresienne N:o 8. Bruxelles. 

Belgien . 
. Karlstad. 
. Skara. F. n. 43 Royal Parade. 

Eastbourne. Engl. 
. Linkoping . 
. Strandvag. 49· Stockholm. b. 

. Binga. Hossmo. F. n. Brann-
kyrkog. 2 NV. Stockholm. 

. Sodertelge. Villa M ahonia . 

. Sjomanshemmet. Stockholm. 

. Kristianstacl. F. n. Harley Str. 79· 
London S. W. 

vorl" Friesendorff, R., Frih., 
Frisell, Hilma " . . . . . 

Kapt. U ppsala. 
. . . Karlstatl. 

I 
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Fritsch, Fanny . . . . . 
Frumeri, Anna, f. Ekstrom 
Funkquist, Bertha 

Gadd, Karin . . 
Gardsten, Anna . 
Geijer, Elisabeth 
Geijer, Hanna L. * 
Geijer, Ragnhild E. 
Geijer, T., Lojtn .. 
Gemzell, I., Lojtn .. 

Genoerg, K. A., Kapt. 
Gentz, Thyra 

. F. n. Strbmsborg. Stockholm. 

. Boden. 

. Karlskrona. 

. Torup. Hallancl. 

. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 

. Vasagat. r A. Uppsala. 

. Karlstad. F. n. Uppsala. 

. Observatorieg. 22. Stockholm . 

. Birger Jarlsg. I oo1v. Stockholm. 
. 79 Harley str. London S. W. Eng-

land. 
. Gafie. 
. Dr Condamin. 

Nord. Lyon. 
48 Boulevard du 
Frankrike. 

Gottfriedsen, Karin 
strom . . 

Ch., f. Ny-
. . . . . Soderkoping f. n. Braila. Ruma-

Grabe, Anna, f. Johansson* 

Granlund, Anna 

Grauers, E. 
Grefberg, Elsa I. W. * 
Grevillius, C., Lojtn. 
Grundell, 0. P., Kapt. 
Gronberg, Marta* . 

Gronwall, Elsa . . 
Gussander, Gertrud, Med. Lie. 
Gustafson, Olga E. . . . 
c;.yllenadler, K. S. 0., Kapt. 
Gyllenhammar, C., Lojtn. 

Rage, Annie . 

Hagman, K. A., Lojtn. 
Raid, Anna * . . . . . 
Hallden, Marta, f. Pettersson * 

nien. 
. U pplandsgatan 5 r. Stockholm. 

Va . 
. Djursholm. F. n. Rue Louvrex 86 . 

Liege . 
. 24 rue du Plat. Lyon. Frankrike. 
. Valhallavagen 107 B. Stockholm . 
. Krigsskolan. Karlberg. 
. Gafte. 
. E skilstuna. F. n. Drottninggatan 

7 3 A. Stockholm . 
. Orebro. 
. Kommendorsg. I 4· Stockholm. 
. Kungsgatan r 8. Stockholm. 
. Hjarneg. ro. Stockholm. C. 
. Norra Brandstation. Stockholm. C. 

r:a langg. r8. Goteborg. F. n. 
Campo S:t Giovanni Nuovi. Casa 
Gilio. Veneclig. 

Skeppareg. 46. Stockholm. 0. 
. . Vasagat. 6. Stockholm el. Boras. 
. Roslagsg. 48. Stockholm. Va. 

U. s.: r Kreuznach. 
. Karlskrona. 
. Koping. 

Hallstrom, Ebba * 
Hallstrom, Marrit E. L. * . 
Hamilton, 0. L., Grefve, 
Hamilton, M. R., Grehe, 

Kapt. Halmstad. 
Lojtn. Rue Porte Rosette 36. Alexandria. 

Egypten. 

' U. s. = under somm areo. U. v. = under vin le rn . 
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Hammargren, A. H., Kapt. 
Hansell, Gunhild E. '* . . 

Harder, Stina M. S .. 

Hedberg, Hilda* 
Hedenstierna, E. N. G. Lojtn. 
von Heideman, Lilly 
Heimberger, Mary* 
Hellgren, C. Axel . . 

Hellgren, Carl Gustaf, Kapt. 
Hellgren, Ernst Gustaf, Kapt. . 
Hellstrom, H. E., Kapt. . 
Hellstrom, Sigrid . . . . 
Herin, C. A. Evald., Lojtn. 
Herrman, Ebba, Fru * . . 
Hesselman, Anna, f. Strande]] . 
Hjerpe, C. G. L., Lojtn . . 
Hjorth, C., Lojtn. . . . 
Hofman-Bang, A. Th. 

Holmberg, Anna 
Holmberg, Elin 
Holmberg, 0., Lojtn. 
Holmberg, Signe . 

. bstersund. 

. Hogbergsg. 2 7 em. Stockholm. So. 
el. La Nouaille. Dordogne. Frank
rike . 

. Sunne. F. n. Drottninggatan 104II· 

Stockholm . 
. Kommenclorsg. 14. Stockholm. b. 
. Stjernebo. Kisa. 
. Drottningg. 69. Stockholm. C. 
. Mastersamuelsg. 7 7 n. Stockholm. 
. Kossuth Lajos Utca 191. Budapest. 

Ungern. 
Sundsvall. 

. Visby. 

. Soderhamn. 

. Skene el. Lund. 
. Karlstad. 
. Horns berg. Valdemarsvik. 
. Nacka. 
. Boden. 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. C. 
. 7bis rue J eanne d'Arc. Lille. Frank-

rike . 
. Raclmansg. 6rii. Stockholm. Va. 
. Grefg. r o. Stockholm. b. 
. Kristianstad. 
. 8 Cambridge Terrace. Sidmouth. 

England. 
Holmclahl, Carl, N., 
Holmer, Gertrud * 
Holmgren, Helga . 
Holmin, Elisabeth * . 
Holmlin, Mirjam 
Holst, Otto, D:r 

Med. Lie. . Malmo. 
. Hollandareg. 27. Stockholm. Va . 
. Domshof I 2. Bremen. Tysklancl. 
. Upplandsg. 7II. Stockholm. C. 
. Sh1reg. 17. Uppsala. 
. 20 Upperton Gardens, Eastbourne. 

England. 
Hulten, A. G. C:son,Res.-underlojtn. Hudiksvall. 
Hultenberg, Tora V. '* . . Surbrunnsg. 26. Stockholm. Va. 
Hultqvist, Ruth'* . bstersund. 
Hubner, Ella, f. Berg . Parmmatareg. 2. Stockholm. K. 
Rylander, A., Lojtn. . . G. C. I. Stockholm. 
Hakanson, Signe '* . Hamng. 4 7. Halmstad. 
Hackner, Alma . . Braheg. 36. Stockholm. b. 
Hassler, Alma,'* . Vastmannag. so1v. Stockholm. Va. 
Hogfeldt, Elsa* . F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 

Isberg, Ida . . . F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm . 

Jacobson, Elsa . F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
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J acobsson, Signe . . 
Jacobson, Sigrid . . . 
Johansson, Anna E. * 

Johanson, Elisa bet .,. . 

Johanson, Jenny 
Johnsson, Karin* 
Johnson, Vahlborg . 
J onassohn, Eveline* 
Jonsson, Maja * . 
Jonsson, Marika. 
Jonson, Marta* . 
Jonsson, Siri . . 

Kajerdt,· Annie * 
Karling, Karin* . 

Karlsson, A. A. . . . . . . 
Kinberg, Lizzie f. Schenstrom 
Kinberg, Ruth * . 

Kinberg, Signe * 

Kinman, Gerda E. * . 
Klerck, Elisabeth Ch., * 

af Klintberg, Margit, F. 

Kock, Ruth* 

Kollen, Agnes* . 
Kragh, E., Lojtn. 
Kragh, 0., Lojtn. 
Krantz, Hildur 
Krook, Anna . . 

Kruse, Karl M., Kapt. 
Kruse, Ludvig, Kapt. 
Kyhlberg, Kerstin . 
Kall, Greta . . 
Kallman, Signe M. * 

Karrberg, Anna Th. 

Karrberg, Maria 

. Osthammar. 

. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. P. 0. Box. 2016. Johannesburg. 

Transvaal. 
. Linneg. 42. Stockholm. F. n. 

Palmerstone· Place 2. Edinburgh. 
. Oxtorgsg. r2. Stockholm. C. 
. Brunkebergstorg r 6. Stockholm. C . 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. Ho!Hindareg. 27. Stockholm. Va. 
. Wallgatan 20. Carlskrona. 
. Drottningg. 102. Helsingborg. 
. Kyrkog. r 2. Jonkoping. 

Helsingborg. F. n. Tamms str. 29. 
Wiesbaden. Tyskland. 

. Eskilstuna. 

. Jonkoping. F. n. 4 WetherLy Place. 
Gloucester Rd. London S. W. 
England. 

G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Uppsala. 
. Kristianstad. F. n. Hamng. r8 wv. 

Stockholm 
. Kristianstad. F. n. Hotel ZumKreutz. 

Bern. Schweiz. 
. Venersborg. 
. Fasanenstr. 29. Berlin W. r S· 

Tyskland . 
. Vasag. 24lll. Stockholm. C. F . n. 

Woman's College Baltimore. U.S.A. 
. Via Magelhaens. Casilla 1 o6. 

Coreo 4· Santiago de Chile . 
. Radanefors. Dalsland. 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. G. C. I. 
. Krankenanstalt. Bremen. Tyskland. 
. Mariestad. F. n. Heinrichstrasse 6. 

Libau. 
. Landskrona. 
. Gotabergsg. 24. Goteborg. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 

F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. ro East Huron Str. Chicago. Ill. 

U.S. A . 
. Pension Schaffer. Svartzwaldstr. 7. 

Freiburg. Baden. 
. Storg. 32. Landskrona. 
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Kohler, Greta . 

Lagerberg, Ebba 
Lagerwall, Gerda M. vV. 
Landberg, Eva • 
Landgren, R. Karin M. * 
Lannerstierna, Ellen 
Larson, Anna* . 

Larson, Binnie . 
Larsson, Maria * 
Laurell, Karolina 
Laveson, Anna . 

Leijonancker, H. Ella 

Leijonmark, Elsa, K. M. * . 

I ,eksell, Ingeborg * 
Leth, Ellen H. E. • 
Lewenhaupt, Malin* 

Levin, Gerda f. Bergstedt 
Liedbeck, Eva . 
Liecll>eck, P. A .. 
Liljeblad, Ruth * 
Liljedahl, Martha 
Liljeholm, Bror, Fanjunkare. 
Lindblom, V., Med. fil. Kand. 
Linde berg, Inga * 

Lindeberg, H. S., Li:ijtn. 
Lindeberg, 0. . 
Lindell, Erik, Med. Kand. 
LindelOf, Elin, F. . 

Linder, Elisabeth* 
Lindforss, Thure . 

Lindhe, E. Lilian * 
Lindhe, Alfred . 

J jnclmark, Karin 

Lindmark, Marta 
Lindmark, Olga 
Lindqvist, Elsa* 
Linclqvist, Hanny 

. Agneg. 7 II. Stockholm. K. 

. Skofcle. 

. Wii.stmannag. som. Stockholm. 

. Karlshamn. 
. Hollii.ndaregatan 20. Stockholm. Va. 
. Karlskrona. 
. Institut Calot. Berek Plage. Frank-

rike . 
. Slottskogsparken. Goteborg. 
. Hornsg. 29 B. Stockholm. So . 
. Hokensg. 1. Stockholm. So. 
. Gluggstorp. Pagarp. F. n. 3 I 

rue All art. A miens. Frankrike. 
. Lund. F. n. Mr. A. Alexander. 

York Road. Southport. England. 
. Goteborg. F. n. Villag. 5-7. 

Stockholm, 
. Valskog. Vastmanland. 
. Karlshamn . 
. 41 Queen's Gate Gardens. London 

S. W. England. 
. Dalagatan 54· Stockholm. 
. Kalmar . 
. 4 rue d'Isly. Algier. 
. Kastellgat. I 6. Goteborg . 
. Sodra fOrstaclsg. 2 5· Malmo. 
. Gymn.-Ortoped. Inst. Stockholm. C . 
. Gymn.·Ortoped. Inst. Stockholm. C. 
. Vadcrstad. F. n. Littorin. Freres 

Nobel. Moskwa. Ryssland. 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Nyniis. 
. Lund. 
. 3 7 Landsdowne Road. Bedford. 

England. 
. Nyg. 26. Linkoping . 
. Blasieholmstorg I 1 AI. Stock-

holm. C . 
. Bohusgarden. Djusholm. Osby. 
. 7 \Vest over Hd. Bournemouth. 

England. ' 
. Orebro. F. n. Linneg. 32. Stock-

holm . 
. Stureg. 19. Stockholm. 0. 
. Orebro. 
. 6 Princes Road Liverpool England . 
. Humlegardsg. 4· Stoc~holm. C. 
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Lindstrom, Elna 
Lindstrom, Ulla 
Ling, Karin 
Linncranz, Frida 

Linroth, Anna 
Littorin, B. E., Kapten . 
Livijn, C. E., Lojtn. 
Ljungberg, Vira 
Ljungclahl, Alice* . 
Ljungh, Gustaf . . 

Loberg, Margaretha A. E.* 
Lowisin, E., Frih. 
Lund, Gerda* 
Lundblom, Maria 

Lundh, Anna J. * 
Lundberg, Anna* 
Lundblad, P., Kapt. 
Lundborg, Anna, f. Fant . 
Lundborg, Marie Luise 
Lundin, C. B., Lojtn. 
Lundqvist, Gerda . . 
Lundstrom, Amanda . 
I ,ofgren , Eisa 
Lofroth, Naima . 

Lofving, Connie* 
Loth, Anna 

. brebro. 
. Gymn.-Ortoped. inst. Stockholm. C. 
. Karlavagen r 5 A. Stockholm. b. 
. Halmstad. f. n. Groot Hertzoginne-

larm. 1 r8. Haag. Holland . 
. Grefgat. r 4· Stockholm. 
. Banerg. 29 C. Stockholm. b. 
. Nybrogat. 7 31. Stockholm. 
. Eskilstuna. 

Falun. 
7 Westover Road. Bournemouth. 

England. 
Stocksund. 

. Strangnas. 

. Lund. 
. Kvarnbergsg. r. Goteborg. F. n. 

Van Boulestr. 19. Amsterdam. 
. V. Holmgatan 3· Jonkoping . 
. Biblioteksg. 2 7. Stockholm. b. 
. Kungsholmsbrog. 26. Stockholm. 
. Jonkoping. 
. Karlavagen 24. Stockholm. b. 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Sodertelge. 
. Raus. Helsingborg. 
. Thuleg. 29n. Stockholm. Va. 
. Vastmannag. r5. Stockholm. Va. 

F. n. Jagerstrasse 2. Mlinchen. 
. Drottninggatan 104. Helsingborg . 
. Nykoping. 

af Malmborg, Emmy, f. Moller . Halmstad. 
Malmstrom, Gulli . . . Bods. 
Malmstrom, Hed,·ig, Mecl. D:r 

San Francisco * . . . Tegnergat. 5 r. Stockholm. C. 
Mannerhjerta, N., Kapt. . Linkoping. 
Marcus, Therese* . . . . Valhallavagen 45 B. Stockholm. b. 
Meijer, Valborg* . Skytts-Vemmelbv. Skane. 
Melin, Eva f. Svinhufvud . Visby. 
Meurling, Olga f. Olsson . Kammakareg. 4 r. Stockholm. C. 
Moberg, Elna . . . . . Karlstad. 
1\lfoberg, P. J. G., Lojtn. . . Krigshogskolan. Stockholm. 
Modin, Tyra * . Fri:insta. 
Molander, F . . 92 Rue de Ia Pompe. Paris. 

Frankrike. 
Molin, C. 6 Rue de Commerce. Geneve. 

Schweiz. 
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Molin, Helga M. * . . . . 

Molin, S ....... . 
Montgomery, Margareta * . 

Murelius, Ingeborg * . . . 
Murray, R., Professor, Med. 
von Mi.ihlenfels, Signe * 
Myrsten, Cecilia . 

Mansson, Ellen . 
Moller, Th., D:r. 
Mollerstedt, Amy 

. Kristianstad. F. n. Hamng. r8 B1V. 
Stockholm . 

. Dufourstrasse 24. Zurich. Schweiz. 
. Rottneros. F. n. Nybrog. s6 B11 . 

Stockholm. 
. Villan. Falun. 

Lie. G. C. I. Stockholm. C. 
. Danielslund. Engelholm . 
. Slite. F. n. Tegnerg. r rv. Stock-

holm. 
. Tenger. Enviken. 
. Parkstr. 28. Wiesbaden. Tyskland . 
. Landskrona. F. n. Hamng. I8 wv. 

Stockholm. 

Nauckhoff, Ludvig, Frih., Major. Vasteras. 
N eijber, Louise . . . Hochstadenstr. I 5 pt. Koln. Tysk-

Neuendorff, Karin* 
Nilsson, Elsa 

land. 
. Karlskrona. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 

Nilsson, Elsa J., f. Petree* . I soo Linden Avenue. Baltimore 

Nilson, Hanna . . . . . 
Nilsson, Karin* . . . . . 
Nilsson, Maria, f. Engzell 

Nilsson, Maria 
Nilsson, Nelly * 

Nilsson, Tyra 
Norberg, E., Und.-lojtn. 
Nordin, G. L., Kapt. 
Nordqvist, Lilly* . 

Nordsjo, Kerstin * . 

Nordstrom, Clara 
Norselius, S. . . 

von Nolting, Siri . 

~ystrand, V., Kapt. 

Odencrantz, Elin * 
Oldenborg, H. 

Olsson, Emelie 

(Md) U. S. A . 
. Ricldareg. 7IIT. Stockholm. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. r 4 rue Montee de Lodi. Marseille. 

Frankrike . 
. Riddareg. 7III. Stockholm. 
. Farlof. Skane. F. n. Keizersgracht 

290. Amsterdam. Holland . 
. Ostermalmsg. 6 2. Stockholm. b. 

reserv. 
. Falun. 
. Falun. F. n. Tunnelg. I9 BIV. 

Stockholm . 
. Linkoping. F. n. Tegnerg. r tv. 

Stockholm . 
. Djursholm. 
. Kungsholmsg. I 7. Stockholm. K. 

F. n. Dispensaire du Dr. J. Gibert. 
Le Havre. Frankrike. 

. Carlsluncl. Vi.inersborg. F. n. 
2 Faubourg Stanislaus. Nancy. 

. Karlskrona. 

. Boras. 
. 7 ro Stewart Building. 92 State St. 

Chicago. Ill. U. S. A. 
. Drottningg. r 5. Karlstad. 
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Olson, G. A., Und.-lOjtn. i reserv. 
Olsson, K. 0., Lojtn. . . G. C. I. Stockholm. 
Ottelin Hildur . . . . . Stamg. 10. Upsala. 
Oterdahl, Ingrid Ch. * . . Vasagat. 2 3· Goteborg . 

Palm, H., Lojtn. . . . 

Palmgren, Karin, H. M. 

Palmq1·ist, Maria 
Pederqvist, Ellen, A. M. * 
Perslow, Marta * . . . . 

. Ecole Centrale Tecknique. Rue 
Buchendaal 96. Bruxelles. Bel
gien. 

. U. s.: Jonkoping. U. v.: Kopmang. 
16. Goteborg . 

. Kammakareg. 4 rii. Stockholm. C. 
. Norrtullsg. 8 B. Stockholm. Va. 
. St. Badstugatan 7 2. Stockholm. 

F. n. Rue Montardy 24. Tou-
louse. 

Petersen, Elisabeth . . . . . . Luthernstrasse 7. ] en a. Tyskland. 
Pettersson, Aina . . . . . . Uinsresidenset. Jonkoping. 
Peterson, Elin A. ]:son, f. Beausang Bjernum. Skane. 
Peterson, Emelie . . . . . . . Umea. 
Petersson, E. R., Forcleln.-Hik. . Narvavagen 31. Stockholm. 6. 
Pettersson, Ester* . 
Peterson, Greta . . . . . . . 
Peterson, J., Kapt. . . . . . . 
Petlersson, V endla, f. von Essen 
Pihlstrom, 0. V., Major 
Plass, Dagmar* . 

Poignant, Maria 
von Post, Elin, f. 
Pripp, Julia* 
Pyk, Elsa . . 

Lidman 

Rehngren, Stina * . 

Reg nell, Signe * . . 

. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm . 
. Linneg. 6. Stockholm. b. 
. Uinsresiclenset. Jonkoping. 
. Gafle . 
. brgryte. Goteborg. F. n. Yng-

lingag. 19. Stockholm . 
. bstermalmsg.49 n. b. Stockholm. b. 
. Moelfven. Angennanland. 
. Tegnersplatsen 6. Lund. 
. Helsingborg. F. n. Sibylleg. 18. 

Stockholm. 

bstra Karup. Halland. F. n. 
3 7 Berkeley Terace. Glasgow. 

. Vti.stervik el. Northdown Are. 13. 
Cliftonville. Margate. England. 

Remahl, L., Med. Lie. . . Drottningg. 87. Stockholm. Va. 
Renstrom, Ulla • . . . . Fransta. 
Ribbing, Estrid M. . Lund. Spoletorp. 
Ribbing, S., Professor, Med. D:r . Lund. 
Rinman, Jenny . »Sveriges Allmanna». Goteborg. 
Rietz, Ellen . . . . . Stift Finn, iiber Wesenberg. Est-

Rodhe, H. E., Lojtn. 
Roland, Helfrid * . . 
Rosberg, Anna • 
Rosberg, C. r., Lojtn. 

land . 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Gefle. 
. Kalmar . 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
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Rosborg, Anna . 

Ro~en, Anna A.* . 
Rosengren, L. A., Lojtn. 
Rudbeck, Anna . . . . 
Rudin, Astrid, f. Svanbom 
Rundqvist, Astrid 

Ruuth, Jenny . . 
Rydell, Dagmar 
Ryding, Agnes* 

Ryman, F. V. G., Lojtn .. 
Rystedt, C. G., Mecl. Lie. 

Sahlen, Y., Lojtn. . . 
Sandberg, Karin E. * 
Sandberg, L. . . 

• Sandberg, C. M., Fru 
Sandberg, R. . . 
af Sandeberg, Adolf, Major 
Sandholm, Elsa * 

Sandin, Anna* . 
Sandqvist, Elsa . 
Sanne, Gunhilcl * 
Schannong, Mia 
Schenstrom, A., Kapt. 
Schermanson, Esther 

Schjoler, 0. T., Lojtn· .. 
Schmiterlow, G., Lojtn. 
Schroder., A. W., Lojtn. 
Schroder, 0 . . . . . 
Schoning, Dagmar * . . 

. 46 Stanhope Gardens. London S. W. 
England. 

. Nosaby. Skane . 

. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Klarabergsg. 481• Stockholm. C. 
. Utansjo. Weda. 
. Hudiksvall. F. n. Malmskillnadsg. 

36n. Stockholm . 
. Sundsvall. 
. Kungsg. 9· Jonkoping. 
. The Leasowes. Hales-Owen. Wor

cestershire. England. 

. Nybrogat. 9II. Stockholm. 

. SkOfde. 
. Broddg. 2 S· Norrkoping . 
. 17 rue Marie-Therese. Bruxelles. 

Belgien. 

} 
Karavanna·ia 2 log. 28. S:t Peters
. burg. Ryssland. 

. Uppsala . 

. Orebro. F. n. Villag. 2 I n. b. 
Stockholm. 

. Olivedalsgat. 3· Goteborg. 

. Landsberga. N ysatra. 
. Uddevalla . 
. Stocksund. 
. Vasteras. 
. Abbey Park. S:t Andrews. 

Scotland . 
. G. C. I. Stockholm. 
. Uppsala . 
. G. C. I. 
. G. C. I. 

Stockholm. 
Stockholm. 

Fife. 

. Soclerhamn. Assist. hos D:r G. Falk. 
Rue Theresienne 8. Bruxelles. 
Belgien. 

Sederholm, E., Mecl. D:r. Docent Regeringsg. 28 N 1. Stockholm. C. 
af Segerstrom, Disa * . Karlstad. 
Sellen, N. F., Professor . G. C. I. Stockholm. C. 
Setterberg, Anna . Erik Dahlbergsg. 14· Goteborg. 
Setterberg, C., Lojtn. . Krigshogskolan. Stockholm. 
Setterberg, Hanna . . Arvika. 
Setterberg, Hedvig 
Sieurin, Anna 

Silen, Agda 

. Villa Campo-Bello 33· Nizza. Frank-
rike. · 

. Hernosand. 
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Sjogreen, Otto, Kapt. 
Sjogren, E. G., li.ijtn. 

Sjoman, Maria f. Freudenthal . 
Skoldehrancl, Elin * 
Stapel, Lydia, f. Hallstrom . . 

von Stapelmohr, Ella* 
Stahre, Ida 
Steffen, Elsa . . . . 
Stenberg, Ingrid 
Stjernstedt, Hedvig * . 
Strandberg, Elin 
Stridsberg, Sigrid * 
Strom, Astri * 
Sundeman, Thora* 
Sunclholm, Augusta". 
Sunclqvist, Ruth . 
Sundstrom, Elsa 

Swalling, Ester* 
Swalling, Signe * 
Swedlund, G., Kapt. 
Swedlund, Tekla . . 
Svensson, Elsa . . . 
Svenson, Frits, Mecl. Lie. 
Svensson, Gnnhilcl 
von Sydow, D. P. N., Kapt. 
Syn!n, Maja . . 
Soderbergh, Elly 

Soderman, Gurli 

Tehler, A. E.. Gymn.-lar. 
Tengelin, Anna . . . . . 
Tegner, Ingeborg . . . . 
Tengstrand, Erik, Med. Lie. 
Tersmeden, C. A., Kapt. 
Tham, P. V. A., Lojtn. . . 
Thollancler, Marika * . . . . 
Thorsson, J. 0., Gymn.-larare. 

Thulin, J., Kapten . . . 
Thunberg, Thekla M. * 
Tingberg, Martha . 

Tjader, Elisabeth * 

. Valhallavag.· 35· Stockholm. 0. 
. Karlskrona Grenadj.-regem. Karls-

krona . 
. Storg. 9· Sundsvall. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm . 
. W. J. Stapel. Onuerwitzer. Depar

tement van 0. E. N. Batavia. 
Java. Ostindien. 

Arboga . 
. Jakobsbergsg. 32 A. Stockholm. 
. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 
. Styrmansg. 39· Stockholm. 
. Frykfors. Fageras. Varml. 
. Ystacl. 
. Inst. Calot. Berek Plage. frankr, 
. Tegnerg. 1rv. Stockholm. 
. Vasteras. 
. Kammakareg. 6. Stockholm. C. 
. Kungsportsavenyen 30. Goteborg. 

Langdunker. Sparreholm. F. n. 
Torstensonsg. 3· Stockholm . 

. Vastmannag. 271. Stockholm. 

. Vastmannag. 2 71• Stockholm. 
. Gafle. 
. Gafle. 
. Karlbergsvagen 18. Stockholm. Va. 
. Drottningg. 88. Stockholm. C . 
. Boras. 
. Vaxio. 
. Bankerycl . 
. S. Langg. 81. Kalmar. F. n. 

Hacourt str. 4 I. Dublin . 
. Jerfso. 

. Sandg. 16. Lund . 

. Hotel zum Kreuz. Bern. Schweiz. 

. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm . 

. Birger J arlsg. 2 2. Stockholm. 0 . 
Freyg. 38m. Stockholm. Va. 

. Orebro. 
. Lilljansplan 5· 
. Horby. Skane. 

vag. II 0. g. 
. Lund. 

Stockholm . 
F. n. Karbergs
Stockholm. 

. Fysiologiska institutionen. Lund. 

. Kingsfield. Dartford Heath. Kent. 
England . 

. Greftureg. 581• Stockholm. 0. 
8o-09388 Tidskrijt i Gymnastik. 
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Toowe, Anna M., f. Mattson 
Torssell, Karin * . . . . . 

Trapp, Anna f. Pohlman 
Torngren, C., Mecl. Lie. 
Torngren, G., Lojtn. 

Uggla, Albert, Kapt. 
Ulfsparre, Maria 
Ullman, Uddo, Lojtn. 
Unne, E. . .... 

\'ieweg, Ruth 
Wahlberg, Karin 
\Vahlin, Elsa M. 
Wallenius, Konrad, 

Wallin, I., Lojtn. . 

Kapten 

Wallin, Mathilda, D:r 
Wallroth, Jenny* . . 
Weinberg, Alice* . . 
Weltzin, J. A. Reservlojtn. 
Wendt, Greta 
Wennberg, Ellen * 

Wennstrom, Nils, Med. Lie. 
Wessberg, Sigrid* . . . . . 

. Storgat. 7. Sundsnll. 

. \Vassbo. Ornas. Mademoiselle H. 
Kuiszalska. Marszatkowska 7 4· 
'Varszawa. Polen. 

Kallsktir. Sandarne . 
. Skeppareg. 51• Stockholm. b. 
. Rorstrandsg. 2u. Stockholm. K. 

. Karlstad. 

. Helsingborg. 

. Umea. 
35 Jesmond Road. Newcastle-on

Tyne. England. 

Engelbrektsgat. 53· Goteborg. 
. Johannesg. 22. Stockholm. C. 
. SmiHandsgat. I 4· Stockholm. 
. G:laKungsholmsbrog. I 5 - 17. Stock-

holm. C . 
. brebro. 
. 78 Park Avenue. New York. U.S.A . 
. Engelbrektsg. 5· Stockholm. b. 
. Amal. 
. Kungstradgardsg. 8. Stockholm. C. 

Karlstad. 
. Konigsbergstr. Frankfurt a. M. 

Tyskland . 
. Karlavagen 6. Stockholm. b. 

bstersund. F. n. till 3°/6 1910 

Laan van Niewe. Ost-Indie 93· 
Den Haag. Holland. 

Wesslen, Edla, f. Andersson . . . Wasby. 
Westerblad, Carl August, Fil. Lie. Uppsala. 
Westman, Ida . . . . . Gymn.-Ortoped. inst. Stockholm. C. 
Westman, Laura ....... Valhallavagen 43· Stockholm. b. 
Vetterqvist, 0. K., Med. Lie. . . Falkenberg. 
af Wetterstedt, V., Frih., Major . Braheg. 25. Stockholm. b. 
Wibom, Gerda* . Vanersborg. 
Wide, Ruth* . . . . . Brunkebergstorg 13. Stockholm. 
Widebeck, Dagny, K. * Strangnas. F. n. The Physical 

Training College. Dartford Heath. 
Kent. England. 

Widell, V ........ , .. Kalmar. F. n. Avenue du Kursaal. 
Montreux. Schweiz. 

Widerstrom, Karolina, Med. Lie. G:la Kungsholmsbrog. 19n. Stock
holm. C. 

Wiedeman, Gurli * . 
Wieselgren, Ellen* 

. Oscarshamn. 

. Bander. Gottland. 
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Wikner, Alma E. J. . . 

Wikstrom, Hulda, Fru * 
Wikstrom, Louise . 
Vilhelmson, Elsa* 
Wintzell, Anna * . 
Yirgin, Ebba . . . 
Virgin, J ., Kapt. 
Wistrand , d' Artagnan, Kapt. 

\Vretlind, Hedvig . . 

Zachrisson, A. V., Gymn.-lar .. 
Zander, E., Med. Lie. 
Zethrreus, Amelie . 

Zetterman, Maja * . 
von Zweigbergk, G., Kapt. 

Aberg, A. A., Kapt. 
Aberg, Lisa . . . . . 
Akerblom, Lilly M. E. * 

Alund, Tora * . . 
Arre, J. Signe, K. * 
Aslin, Maria E. . . 
Astrbm , F. , Lojtn. 

Oberg, Agda . 
Oberg. Elin * 

Odman, Eira, f. Sellden 
Ofverholm, Koro, f. Hallstrom 
()rstrom, V. A. M. (Vajo) * 
()stberg, Elsa, f. Steffenburg 
Ostrand, Ruth . . . . 
Ostrom , Ebba L. * . . . . 

. Kingsfield. Dartford Heath. Kent. 
England . 

. Banerg. 19. Stockholm. 0. 

. Artillerig. 7nr. Stockholm. 0. 
. Asg. 55· Falun. 
. Stromstad . 
. Amal. 
. Eskilstuna. 
. Ostermalms H. allm. Hiroverk. 

Stockholm . 
. Nordhemsg. 54· Goteborg. 

. Blasieholmstorg 1 I. Stockholm. 
. Saltsjobaden. 
. Vastra Tradgardsg. I 7lll. Stock

holm. C. 
• 2 Rue St. Ours. Genhe. Schweiz. 
. Skara. 

. Harnosand. 

. Falun. 

. 56 Grand Rue. Montreux II. 
Schweiz. 

. Ansgarienkirchhof 10. Bremen. 

. Uppsala. 

. Flemmingg. 5n. Stockholm. So. 

. Odeng. 6r 1v. Stockholm. Va. 

. F. n. Stromsborg. Stockholm. 

. Filipstad. F. n. 52 Rue Faubourg 
S:t Honore. Paris. Frankrike. 

. Vilshult. Bleking. 
. Dalag. 56 Alll. Stockholm . Va. 
. Enkoping. 
. Uplandsg. 64. Stockholm . 
. Villag. 22 1. Stockholm. 0. 
. Karlskrona. F. n. Eskilstuna. 

UWindska ledamoter. 

Ahlqvist, Ester 
Angell, Ragna 
Appel, I., Fru, f. Schroder 
A ulen, Kristine f. Bjornstad 

. Eriksg. 4· Helsingfors. Finland. 

. Vestre torvgaden 20. Bergen. Norge. 

. Askov. Vejen. Danmark. 

. Uppsala. 
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Beard, Margaret 

Bentzen, Louis, Kapten 
Bergman, Carin . . . . 

Bergmann Jens, SkolinspektOr . 

Bergroth, I .ydie . 

Bjorksten, Elli . 
Bremer, Eva . . 
Boye, A., Gymn.-Larare 
Buhl, lngeborg 
Bull, Kate . . 

Blafielcl, Signe, f. Fagerstrom 

. Baliol School. Sedbergh. Yorkshire. 
England . 

. Kristiania. Norge. 

. Ryhymaki station. Finland. F. n. 
Stockholm. bstermalmsg. 49 . 

Solbjaorgvej 5· Kopenhamn F. 
Danmark. 

6 rue des Postes. Biarritz. Frank
rike. 

Skilnaclsg. 2. Helsingfors. Finland. 
. Wehma. Pilvis. Finland. 
. Bergen. Norge . 
. Randers. Danmark. 
. Munkedomesvejen 68. Kri tiania . 

Norge. 
. Tavastehus. Finland. 

Cabezas, G. Joaquin . . Via Magalhaens. Casilla 18r3. S::m-
tiago de Chile. 

Carlstedt, Elsa . . . . Forssa. Bjorneborg. Finland. 
Chrysafis, J., Professor . Athen. Greklancl. 
Clocl-Hansen,Abr.,Karantansliikare Karantansanstalten. Kopenhanm. 

Danmark. 
Collan, Annie . . . . . . . . l\orra Kajen 6. Helsingfors.Finland. 
Christensen, Wilhelm, Gymn.larare Norasvej 22. Charlottenluncl. Dan

mark. 
Cyriax, E., Med. D:r Eclinb. . CraYen Hill. London. S. W. England. 

Derby, Isabel . . 

Dugeon, Helen . 

Elmgren, Greta . 

New Victorian Club. 30 A Sackville
street. Piccadilly. London '"· 
England. 

4 Dunclonalcl Street. Edinburgh. 
Skottlancl . 

. Borg&. Finland. F. n. Villag. 6. 
Helsingfors. 

Fabricius, R ., Lojtn. . . . . . . Kristiania. l\orge. 
Faucornet, Maria f. Champendal . Institut gene\·ois de gymnastique 

suedoise. 2 rue Saint Ours. Genhe. 

F ergs tad, Andrea 
Forsstrom, Saima 

Friele Faye, Cecilie . 
Froberg, C. J., Cane!. pharm. 

Schweiz. 
Tronclhjem. Norge. 
Forby. Finland. F. n. 405 Slater 

Building vVorcester Mars. U. S. 
A. 

. Bergen. Norge. 
Centralkliniken. Kopenhamn. Dan-

mark. 
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Goemans, Nora . . . 

de Graag, Frans;oise . 
Grindereng, Maria 

Hartman , Dagny 
Hartwall, Mary 
Heikel, Elna 
Hjelt, Alma 
Hjelt, Marry 
Hoffman, Frieda 

Jansson, l'\anny . 
Jentzer, Ketty, H. S. 
Jentzer, Marcelle 
Jaderholm, Anna . . 

Kerry, W. (Freda) M. 

Knudsen, K. A., Cand. Theol. 

Kragh, Ellen K., f. Becher 

Krohn, Birgit . 

Kuhnle, Aagot 
K uorikoski, Alva 

Lampe, Elisabeth 

Leidenius, Hanno 

Lijbering-Bossmann, Marie, Fru 
Lilius, Ella, S. M. 

Lindbohm, Edith . 
Lindsay von Julin, Gerda 
I.oreday, Esther, M. 

l .ycke, Lucy . . 

Lonnberg, Alma 

. Keizersgracht 290. Amsterdam. 
Holland . 

. Balistraat 9· Den Haag. Holland. 
2 7 30 West third street. Duluth. 

Minn. U . S. A . 

. Levanger. Norge, f. n. Voxenkollen. 
Wladimirg, 16. Helsingfors. Finland. 
Ilmajoki. Finland. 

}
Boulevardsg. 28. Trappa A. Hel· 

singfors. Finland. 
. Reval. 

. Abo. Finland. 

. 2 Rue St. Ours. Geneve. Schweiz. 
• 2 Rue St. Ours. Geneve. Schweiz. 
. Tammerfors. Finland. 

. Anstey Physical Training College 
Erdvington. \V arwichshire. Eng· 
land. 

Norasvej 30. Charlottenlund. Dan
mark. 

Kastelvej 2 5· Kopenhamn N. 
Dan mark. 

Strangehagen 16. Bergen: Norge. 
F. n. Chicago . 

. Wehrendorfsg. r z. Bergen. Norge. 
Georgsg. 23. Helsingfors. Finland. 

. Hregdehougsrejen 1 I. Kristiania. 
Norge . 

. Andregatan 14. Bjorneborg. Fin
land . 

. J anstraat 1 2. Haarlem. Holland. 

. Litejni prospekt r 5· Kv. 8. S:t 
Petersburg. Ryssland . 

. Mikaelsg. r. Abo. Finland. 

. Fiskars. Finland. 

. Vilvorde. Pensionat Les Peupliers. 
Belgien . 

. Camilla Collets vej 12. Kristiania. 
Norge. 

Konstantinsg. r 3· Helsingfors. Fin
land. 

Manke!!, Nathalie, f. Kavaleff .. 63 Linwood Av. Buffalo. N. Y. 
U.S. A. 
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van Mansvelt, Antonia P. 

Mudge, Constance 

Moller, Asta, Fru . 

::vroller, Tyge, Kand. 

v. Niederhoff, Luise, f. Egidy 

Nolting, Marie Evelyn . . . 

Petersen-Benved, Agnes 
Piehl, Alice 

Platou, Elisa 

Procope , Meri 

Rancken, Cajsa . 

. Frankinslag. r 5· Den Haag. Hol
land . 

. Guy's Hospital. London. Eng
land . 

. 38 rue du Mont-Tabor. Paris l. 
Frankrike . 

. 38 rue du Mont-Tabor. Paris I. 
Frankrike. 

. Bayreutherstr. I 7· Berlin W. Tysk
land. 

cto Herbert Mitchell Esq. Llan
dyssul. Cardigenshire. England. 

. K0benhavn. 
52 Lower Sloan str. London S. W. 

England. 
Rosenborgqeden 3n. Kristiania. 

Norge . 
. Helsingfors. Finland. 

Nordstationsveg. Bloemendaal (bij 
Haarlem). Holland. 

Rasmussen, N. H. , Cand. Polyt. Vodroffsvej 5 I. Kopenhamn. Dan-

Riesenkampff, Agnes 
von Rosen, Ervi 
Rydman, Ingrid . . . 

Sahlsten, Alma, Froken 

Schnelle, Fanny . . . 
Seipel, Ruth S. C. F. 

Sirkia, Helena 
Skov, Anna 

Stoessel, Madeleine 

Strandberg, Edith . 
Strengell, Ingrid 
Strahlman, Helena 
Stromberg-Grossmann, Ester, 

Tammelin, Lilly . . 

Teilmann, F ., D:r. 

mark . 
. Karristrasse. Reval. Ryssland. 
. Manegenstrasse. Reval. Ryssland. 
. Bjorneborg. Finland. 

. Norra kajen N:o 6. Helsingfors. 
Finland . 

. Olaf Kyrresgade 19. Bergen. Norge. 
. Hohenzollernstr. 86m. Miinchen 3· 

Bayern . 
. Michikkala. Finland. 
• 1 r 2 5 Pleasen t street. Des M oit es 

Iowa. U. S. A . 
. Rue de S:t Atoine r6. Geneve. 

Schweiz . 
. Beckholmen. Abo. Finland. 
. Estnasg. r 2. Helsingfors. Finland. 
. Tavastehus. Finland. 

Fru Graben 29 A. Erste Schwedische 
Turnschule. Vien I. 

. Bushstr. 1826. San-Fransisco. Kali
fornien. U. S. A. 

. Vejen. Danmark. -
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Teilmann, K. , Lojtn. 

Tesche, Olga . 
Tillisch, Birgit 

. Dosseringen 30. Kopenhamn. Dan
mark . 

. Ki:irstilagard. Viborg. Finland. 
. H6tel zun1 Kreuz. Bern. Schweiz. 

Winge, A. H., D:r . . . . . . Aarhus. Danmark. 
Winkel, Agnes E., f. Neckelmann Abulevard r 8. Kopenhamn. Damn. 
¥.1orsoe, Kathinka . . .... Skovvtjen r8lll. Kristiania. Nvrge. 
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